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DR. T. J. NEWELL
DIES SUDDENLY
AT BROWNSVILLE
Former Pastor of Broadway
Methodist Church Succumbs
to Heart Failure at Midnight
-Was Apparently Well Un-
til Supper Time.
HELD STEWARD'S MEETING.
The Rev. T. J. Newell, formerly
pastor of the Broadway Methodist
church, died suddenly loot midnight
In bed at his home at Brownsville,
Tenn., where for a year he had been
presiding elder.
His Illness was only of a few hours.
Yesterday afternoon- he held- a con-
of the trustees and preacnerer
of his district, and about supper time
was seized with a chill. A pbyerician
was caned and ordered him to bed,
but no alarm was felt over his con-
dition, as recently he had been in the
best of health. About midnight Mrs.
Newell Doted his labored breathing,
and got up to tee him, but by the
time a light was procured Dr. New-
ell had breathed his bast
He was about 55 years old, and
was a native of Granada, Miss.,
where for a number of years he was
president of the female college. He
was married when a young man to
Miss Sarah Turner, of Miestasippt,
who survives him. This Is the first
break in the family circle, which, be-
sides the father and mother, consists
of Mrs. Richard Dunlap, of Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. J. 0. Walker, of Jack-
eon. Tenn.; Mrs. Dowmar Sweeney,
of Granada, Miss.; Mies Virginia
Newell, of Paducah and Miss Hattie
Newell. of Parts, Tenn; Mr. Plum-
mer Newell, of Texas, and Masters
Thomas and Edward Sewed. Onie-
M re. Newell and Edward Newell were
at home when the end came. Mies
Hattie Newell is-teaehing in Paris.
Tenn., and Thomas Newell I. at
setae! at McKenzie, Tenn.
Else Virginia Newell left on the
early morning train, being accom-
panied as far as Fulton by Mr. Will
Scott.
Dr. J. T. Dlackard left this after-
noon for Brownsville to attend the
funeral. which will probable' be to-
morrow um-ening.
Dietingalehed Minister.
Dr. Newell had distinguished
Reif by highest competeacy in every
relation to which his cirurch had as-
signed him, and well could be called
"an all around fine man." As presi-
dent of the girls' college at Granada,
Mime, he left a definite impreasken
for good on all who came under his
charge.
He was called from his work In
the North Mississippi conference to
the Memphis conference and the
church at Paris. Tenn.. -at a. time
when a wise head and a strong hand
were especially needed stInsfe. Fte
served acceptably fowl- year. at
Paris and went from there to
Elrownsville for another four year
terra. He was known sur a "four-
rear man," in the conference, which
term Is high conference praise: but
his one year at Dyersburg, where he
went from Brownsville. was a de-
parture from his procedure as the
Broadway church In this city present-
ed a situation sufficiently critical
that year to cause the presiding bish-
op to lay the case before Dr. Newell
end urge his acceptance of .the
charge.
The work at Broadway during the
four years of his pastorate was ex-
ceptiocatly tine and thorough. While
much of it was known to the public,
a great deal only his °Oriel board
and the faithful men and women who
labored with him, knew: while only
his family end his Master knew of
the heavy burden of the church he
carried on his heart. fie received
the Indorsemetrt each year of his of-
ficial board with an earnest request
to the nishap for his return. His re--
port at the end of his four yeare was
one of the finest ever carried -up to
the conference from the church.
Dr. Newell did not confine his in-
terest to his own church. He ever
stood for the highest good of the en-
tire community. His tight against
the distribution of obscene pictures
In the schools and his efforts in be-
half of Sunday closing' are memor-
able.
He left a wide Meeks of friends in
Parlecab and the deepest reepect of
those who knew him even but
*Healy.
Went to Brownsville.
--e-----Pareat-Paranealt- -Newell was
sent as presiding eider to Browns-
val. Tenn., district His report at
the recent weerriem of the Memphie
conference was one of the finest
made. Dr. Newell held a -high posi-
tion in the conference and was chair-
man of the conference board of she
(0011tintiad On Page Foals)
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ROBBERS LOCK BANK CASHIER
AND ASSISTANT IN VAULT AT
CLINTON, ILL., AND GET AWAY
Officials Are Nearly Suffocated When
Rescued But Masked Men Are
Gone.
Clinton Ills, Nov. 26.--Men, giv-
ing the names of Ward Miller and
Edward Davis, of Chicago. were am-
rested after midnight, charged with
robbing the state bank here of $22,-
000 in cash, after the officers of the
institution were locked in a vault.
They registered at a hotel and when
found $1,501)51n the room. A peas-
searched until after midnight. The
robbery became known when the
robbers notified the telephone ex-
change that all in the bank had
ben locked in a vault.
Blimmington, 111., Nov. 26.-Two
men entered the State bank at Clin-
ton at the clueing hour yesterday af-
ternoon and held up the cashier
and assistant with revolvere, knepck-
ecl down a colored porter and escaped
with all the money in sight
It was just a few minutes after
Mewling time when the men appeared
in timebank end with -dimwit
forced A settee nt Cashier William
Argo, Cashier Murphy arid Book-
keeper John Young, to enter the
vault which they locked. The bulk
of the money had already twee plated
in the currency safe in the vault and
the time lock set, but $2,200 gold
and silver remained on the counter.
This the robbers steadied into a beg
and took it with them to Hotel Men-
ton where they had previously en-
gaged a room. They had arranged
the money in rolls is, that it could
be easily carried and were just about
CRUELTY CHARGE
RESULTS IN FINE
IN POLICE COURT
Robert Hughes, a farmer if the
county was fined $10 in pollee court
tha morning on. a charge of orue:te
to animals, the offense being com-
mitted a week ago by Hughes leaving
his horse standing hitched to a post
Ml night in the rain, the harness be-
ing left on and the animal hitched
to a buggy all the time. Hughes
proved that be fed the animal the
next morning bat did not +eke
harness off or unhitch the horse from
the buggy until iate the next even-
ing. The arrest wee made by Hu-
mane Officer Jap Toner and is the
third arrest. and convictIon the offi-
cer has se•ured.
"Moocher Warned."
The charge against Harry W 440T,
the cripple, charged with "mooehing"
on the streets was contieued, Judge
Cross gteing the police orders to ar-
rest Wilson and- noel him le the
lockup if he is found on the etreeta
any more. If he leaves the city the
warrant wild e dismissed. Judge
Cross eepressed himself thas morning
as being in hearty sympaehy with the
ordinance, prohibiting begging on
the etrects, as all needy people, -who
are found to be deserving. are given
assistance by the Charity club.
Frank Laffew, colored was fined
$10 MI costs for saying unkind
things about his mother-in-law. Laf-
few admitted talking about her but
claimed whet he said Was tree. Judge
dross advised Laffew to not be eo
public the next time he tlenouneed
her and he would not get In, trouble.
THE WEATHER.
FALI12y.
Fair tonight nui Wedne
MIChP.4 temperat ure yesierda),
lowest today, 40.
silty.
84);
to leave the hotel when the offieers
learned of their presence and at-
tempted to break in the door.
Before they succeeded, however.
the robbers Jumped from the window
onto an adjoining roof, taking °My
$700 gold anti leaving 21,500 silver
in the room. It was dark when the
men escaped from the hotel and all
trate of them was lost. A posse
organized and the country is being
scoured tonight.
Before the highwaymen left the
bank building they called up the tele-
phone operator and requested her to
send some one to the bank and re-
lease the liana officials imprisoned in
the vault. Charles Parker, coalector
for the bank, was the only person
who knew the combination, to the
vault and he hurried to the bank.
When Parker opened the vault door
the three men were almost suffocated
GRAND JURY INDITES
TRUST CtiMPANT MEN.
New York. Nov. 26.-The greed
jure- returned a presentment in the
Jennings Trust company case, in
Brooklyn. containing the names of
the men indicted which wit not he
made public until the men are ar-
rested.
In Circuit Court.
Jaidge Reed today rendered a judg-
ment, granting Rosa Jones a divorce
from her huerband. Goidie Jones.
Abandonment was the grounds for
the action.
In County Court.
A mechanics lien was filed in the
county court this afternoon by the
Foreman Bros. Electric company
against the electrical fixtures; in the
moving picture show formerly ruin by
H G. Thempeore The claim against
Thompson amounts to $112.66.
Attractive Recital Tonight..
Merntaville Flowers will give an
Interpretive recital of "Ben Hur" to-
night at 8:15 o'clock at time Wom-
an's club 'house. 648 Kentucky ave-
nue. The occasion promises to be
one of more than ueual literary In-
terest as Mr. Flowers has a wide
reputation for good work. He
comes under the auspices of the WO-
Trtirtrs- ettrb and WilTsdeitthileie be
greeted by a complimentary audi-
ence.
GROWER ATTACKED
BECAUSE HE SOLD
TO INDEPENDENT
Falanout, Ky., Nov. 26._(speeiai)
-At Butler, near here, David Be-
helmer, an •Mdependent gnawer, was
attacked while delivering his crop
of tobacco to Dr. Braetfortis, an In-
dependent buyer. A fight followed.
Several heads are cracvked. No one
was seriously injured. Behetmer
had been warned previously to not
sell tobacco 'to 'an independent.
Sturgeon Must Hang.
Frankfort. Ky.. Nov. 26.-(Sper-
tat )__rlatrence Sturgeon, the Louis-
ville triple murderer, must hang on
a day to be fixed by the governor.
The court of appeals today diseralved
the injunction granted against Sher-
iff Btillitt of. Jefferson county and al-
rectos that the senterse be carried
out upon a day to he fixed, by the
governor as the statute directs, hold-
ing that It. is constitutional. mo
court rules that the act Of the gover-
nor in 'fixing the day of execution is
a ministerial act and not a. judicial
act.
Fight Over Girl.
Chive Hill, Ky., Nov. 26.-(Spec-
tal)-Robert Fliernery is deist and
Harlan Ross was fatally wounded in
a fight over a girl.
Carrolton Democrat Burns.
• CatrieVIVIrs1Sy., Nov. 2n.--(Rpec-
is1)-The Carrollton Demonist plant
was deem+ ed by fire last Mitt. .
French Trial,
Reattyvillie, Ky.. Nov. 26,-(Spec-
1e1)-The state resat in came on trial
of Patton Preach. French takes the
stand in his Own defense.
RIOT LAST NIGHT
OF CAR STRIKERS
IN LOUISVILLE
Two Men Shot and Policemen
Injured When Mob Attacks
Fourth Avenue -Car in Sty-
lish Residence District Short-
ly After Nightfall.
FIRST OF SERIOUS TROUBLE.
Lout-47111e, Nov. 2n. (Special.)-A
riot took place at Fourth and Breck-
enridge assets last night at 7 o'clock
A crowd of 200 meetly union street
car men, attacked a car and broke
windows. Several were serious-le in-
}tired by breaking glass. Peace hur-
ried to the scene and met the rioters,
while on time way to Second street to
attack another car. A pitehed bat-
tle between police and strikers en-
sued Several strikers were wound-
ed and two policemen injured.
Police captured over 25.
They were taken to the station and
confessed a plot had been hatched at
a meeting to attack the cars,
All were held over under $5,000
bail 'in police court.
Orders were hayed for the arrest
of every maa is the meeting which
agreed on the attack.
None of the wounded sill die.
Union officials claim the act was
done without their knowledge. All
is quiet this morning.
ANDY CARNEGIE
CELEBRATES HIS
BIRTHDAY AT HOME
New York. Nov. 26.-Andrew der-
ide celebrated his seventieth birth.
day quietly In his Fifth avenue home
with -his mite and daughter. Some
authorities give 1s35 as the year of
Mr. Carnegie's birth, but the famous
philanthropist himself asserts that it
was in 1837 that the tight first came
to his eves over the heather of his
native Scotland -
lie appears today to be in as rug-
ged health as if in all his seventy
years he had ben free and wild it,
the land o' cakes by brae and burn.
Instead of amaseing millions to give
away with a conscience pang that It
is not good to die rich.
Mr. Carnegie continues to give
away his milions in an endeavor to
beeems -prior, tint- each "-elm -he  
finding it a more difficult matter to
bestow his wealth judiciously. The
gift of libraries was a great thing
whlie it !meted and through this
medium Mr. Carnegie- managed to
part from about $50,000.000. When
nearly every piece of eonsequenee In
the United States and Canada and
many places trieFetrope an wen had
been supplied with libraries, the phil-
anthropist capitalist conceived the
kiss of the Carnegie Pension fund
for teachers in coiegee and schools,
which he endowed with $10.0'00.000.
Then came the Carnegie Hero fund-,
which afforded an outlet for several
million dollars.
-- -Now with his vast fortune ever in-
creasing, Mr. Carnegie is at some
what of a lose to find judicious out-
lets of philanthropy and benefit-once
anywhere near in proportion to his
Income. Though he has given mkt-
lions away during the mist twelve
months. Principally to colleges and
universities, it is probable that he it
richer than he-was on his last birth-
day.
MERCHANTS WILL CLOSE
Hy agreement of the merchants of
Paducah all the retail business
houses will be cloeed all day Thers-
daroti arcoun't of Thanksgiving.
MARRIED AT METROPOLIS
'Metropolis, Ill., Nov. 26. (Special)
-Mr. Rufus E. Waldrop, a well
known dairyman of Paducah , and
Miss Goldte Beetles, were married
here today by Magistrate Thomas
Liggett. They were accompanied hy
Mr. and Mrs. Harry (Mark, sister nnd
heather-in-law of the bride, who were
themselves married by Magistrate
Liggett May 25. 1906.
Last nettlit-AIMIIN Crane and Miss
Emma Hempel *'ere married by 'Meg-
irstrate Liggett
Rev. Peter Fields and tetra • left
this morning for McKenzie can,
where" the mai Ister vies RR paR-
tar of lho Melho ' ls bry the
last conference.
The Hess Case
Frankfort, Nov. 26.-(Special)-
The court of appeals reviewed the
McCracken circuit court in the came
of C. F. Hess. administrator, va.
James \V. Segenfeiter. The judr-
ment says that Hess, administrator, CAIRO FOOTBALLgets the insurance.
Mrs. Mary Morgan is the interested TEAM IS COMING
The amount Involved is $2,00.
party in the estate.
ROCKCASTLE WAS
ALMOST DESTROYED
EARLY LAST NIGHT
Cadiz, Ky.. Nov. 26. SPeelal )-
Fire, believed to be of iecendlary
origin, destroyed the town of Rock-
castle, Trigg county, last night, with
the exception of seven reeldences.
The loss will be between 825.000 and
$50.1000, half covered by ineuraire.
The tire started on the outside of
the empty two-story frame butanes;
building of Mrs. Collins, and de-
stroyed J. Y. Mixes hotel and Sore,
A. J. Hendrick's store, and the post
office; two empty warehouse, four
residences and thrum' stables. Some
of the goods and the mail sacks and
seampti were rescued from the poet-
office. The fire occurred about. 9
o'clock.
PREFER RIVER w %TER.
Temperance leather Students of ills
souri State School.
rape Girardeau, Mo., Nov. 26.--A
peetiresque provesion of students
from the state school today carried
water in pitchers from the Missis-
sippi -river-and the pitcher could
not go to the well too often to please
these youthful temperance advocates.
"Water, pure water." lit the cry
now in Cape Girardeau, and river
water is preferred to any sort of
beer, booze. or boiled ceder.
In the old days nothing short of a
drought would drive a citizen of Cape
Girardeau to the river for a drink.
but now that the stream is purified
by the Inflow of crystal drops from
Lake Michigan, via the drainage
canal, the natives drink it eag•-srly.
WILL GERMANIZE
PRUSSIAN POLAND
BY DRASTIC MEANS
Berlin. Nov. 26.-Prussian Poland
Is to be German-iv-ad even at the ex-
petree of driving nat ire land owners
Into exile ,if Chancellor Von Beulow
has his way. A bill was introduced
In the diet. appropriating a hundred
million dollars to buy out native land
owners in Poland, compelling them'
to sell at the governments' valuation,
whenever the chancellor ealLs on
them to do so. It is the Kaiser's in-
ten,tion to' resell to Germans where-
ever the Polish national movement is
causing Germany- uneasiness.
Kansas i'ity in State of Siege.
Kansas City, Mo.. Nov. 26.-Kan-
sas City Wes ft.T110t4 in a state of
siege Sunday. Fifty marstals were de-
tailed to watch for violation of the
Sunday law. Even the cigar stores
were tinder sun-eilance, anti the man
who failed to lay in his supply- of
stogeee Saturday was lucky Sunday if
he could find a side door open.
YOUNG TAYLOR IS
TO BE NAME OF
SEA GOING CRAFT
The fink seagoing vessel that was
ever built this far up the river will
be completed in about 30 days at the
dry docks. This boat will be named
for Captain Young Taylor. who is
superintending the building. She
wilt carry 1,700 yards of sail and wile
work trade between Paducah and
the West Indies, C'aptairr Ottedlle
Bruggemene will have charge of the
yeemal. He saki a trip wou•iti he made
peeve:al -*art -on
her first voyage about the Middle of
March
Grain, Market.
St. Louis. Mo., Nov. 26 -Wheat.
96',4; Corn, 61; Oats, 48.
IN AUTOMOBILES
Cairo, III., Nov., 26.-The Cairo
football eleven are making prepara-
tions to go to Padaleaa Thanksgiv•
mg day to play a ho:idao- game with
the Paducah team. The Cagroites ex-
pert to make the trip in the motor
care of Messrs. Kratky, Peabody.
Hastings and McDaniel., if the
weather Is favorable. They will go
to Wiekliffe on the ferryboat seat
from there over the good roads of
Kentucky to Paducah.
Left end. Woods or Bates; kstt
tackle, Stehle.; left guard. Stark:
center, Hastings; right guard,
Shultz; right tackle, Barrow; right
end, Dameron; quarter back. Halli-
day; left half. Peabody; right half.
J. Thistlewood fun back. Bates or
Whiter: substitutes, A. Th.stlewood.
Hoklette and Dawes.
Tedalie -44-sete -Joint -flortoran
The Paducah players are:
Hays. Burton. Cobourn, Frank Don-
ovau, Bob Barr, Warren Sights.
Felix St. John, Charles Bower, J.
Brooks, Lees Owen. George Herter,
Guy Martin. Leo Keller, Tom Reed-
Brooks Holliday.
TWO REPUBLICANS
ARE DISCHARGED
FOR PREJUDICE
tleergetown, Ky.. Nov. 26. (Spe-
cial.) _judge Morris this morning
dismissed three Republicans; from
the jury on affidavits of the common-
wealth that they had expressed opin-
ions. Ire overruled a motion to dis-
charge one Republican and one
Democrat on the same charge. At-
terney E. K. Wilson, of Grant comely.
charged with contempt disappeared
The defense will challenge all the
second a.entre on the ground that
they were not properly summoned
DROUGH% IN NEW ORLEANS.
Prohibitionists Ilegin Crusade and
Ill,' Liquor Dealers Seek
New Orleans, ha.. Nor. 26.-With
a "dra" New Oreene as the aim of
the prehhitiontets and a reformed
New Orlrans as the object of saloons
keeliers,_ a crusade nefleeting thesper-
hibition movement in other parts et
the south began here Oxley.
MirSsees In nearly all city church
es demoted part of their sermons to
appeal's ter closing up the liquor traf-
fic.
The announced plans of Influential
liquor dealers is-4e force the resigna-
tion from the Louisiana liquor league
of objectionable members and to pe-
tition the city council to &nee _up the
saloons of such retired members.
MEAT WILL COME DOWN
(II lea go , N(rv. 26. -- Sweeping re-
duction in prices of meats and pro-
visions is promised within two weeks
the result of the decline in cattle and
hog market during the last month of
at least 3',u per cent,
THOUGHT HER CRAZY
Washington, Nov. 26.--Dr. lass.'
Rich &stifled in the Bradley case-to
seeing the defendant in the welting
room of the hotel shortly the
shooting with her face dilm. She
at times laughed to erself. He
thought her FOTIW kind of a lunatic.
IT IS COMPROMISED
------ -
Fulton, Ky., Nov. 24. (Special.)---
Attorneys in the Hawley-Meadows
case, now that the fact of compromise
has leaked out, admit the truth of
It. hut say no south Rums as reported
changed hands.. The terms of set-
tlement dismiss all seas pending ire-
tatrieasabuitlite..-agd Meiminade-assealue
Mg suits for $2Se.neo against Has--
ley for alienating Mrs. Meadows' af-
se-sese. of $ 1 09.1240 against Meted-
owe. The amount paid by -Meadows
covert; the cows and Hawiee's atter-
ye. The alimony allowed Mrs.
. Views was ordered Dr Judge
Ri erg. of the circuit court, when the
divorce eat was filed months
TEN CENTS PER WEEK
ARLUND DECLARES DRAFTS
WERE NEVER PRESENTED TO
HIM---HE WOULD HAVE PAID
Former Promoter of Big Enter-
prises Locked in Jail Be-
cause He Has Neither Money
Nor Friends Here.
Would Like to Stay at Palmer
House. But Has Not Funds
to Pay Expenses of Himself
and Officer.
\VS hou t money and apparently
friendless in a city in which he had
spent money like a prince while pro-
moting deals of large proportions.
Peter Arivird ie in custody of the
county jailer, awaiting on a (beige
of obtaining fraudulently goods and
money to the amount of $11.
Ariund was brought to Paducah
from Louisville last night by Neer-
eve Sexton, of the Louisville depart-
meet.- He arrested Akitand 24 his hotel
in the suburbs of Isouievine yesterday
on a warrant issued by Judge Ceres
at the Instance of Jorreph thaberger,
the clotirtt9g-ttierchant,  who (label
Two draf11-Erawn no Peter Arlund
& company, Louisville, one In pay
merit for goods bought by Arlin.d
and one for which catch was given,
both being returned by tire Louisville
bank marked "not found. No such
COM pany known.** The checks were
placed In the nimbi of Detective T.
.1. Moore and later a warrant *sued
by Judge taste for Ariund's arrest.
W'hen presented :n police court
this morning Ariniet were a flee suit
of clothes and a fancy yea, but his
unshaven face and swollen eyes hi-
dieated that he' has spent eloppicee
nights. He requested that the vas.e
be continued until he count entninun-
nate with 14111 114V Mende and se-
cure money, which he sasys Its oh de-
posit there. He asked the judge to
appoint an officer to go with him to
the Palmer House and relnain there
until the trial, but it developed that
he did not have the - money to pay
for the service of an officer and he
was sent track to the countelatt and
the cbearge continued until Friday.
Refore leaving the court room .ite
lend stated to a reporter that he was
Innocent of any attempt to detratid
anyone. having given the drafts in
good faith and would have pent them
heft they been presented by the Lou-
isville hank for collection.
"Mr. Charles Reed cashed biro
drafts for many times the sum of the
fiteberger drafts," be said, "at the
same time they were gives hi &Totem-
.-111nd sT Plait the Reed draft when
it was presented. Certainly, I would
have taken care of the smaller draft
if it had been presented.
The statement that MT. Reed' had
cart heel ..aelsettelareaer-lesed-ereette re
casion of his trip here In September
was born out by Mr. Reed, who
stated that he supposed the draft
wasre-
In rnod 
.patd as it had never been re-
Mr. Desherger, who preferr;sd- /she
charge against Arlund stated that the
first draft was accepted in payment
of a Siff-a clothes Arlund bought
far a 1Stie -bey- who was with hint.
The second ebeck was cashed -1a the
clothing dealer a -te'-s.i-v days later. .
A Noted Promoter.
Arluna at one time-was a noted
pnimoter, some of his first opera-
tions being in Paducah, where ho
promoted the Paducah iron furnace
at Third and Norton !greets:. *gulch
ceased operations a few weekii--wfter
it began. Later he attempted to put
on foot a deal to buy the New OM -
tury hotel at Dawson and turn- it into
a winter and summer resort._ but the
project failed.. He came inro notcrri-
ete recently hymn encounter tit a St.
Louis hotels with Col. Moses Wet-
more, the tohaceo.miennetettirer. Ho
was knocked down try NVetenore be-
cause of some remark about a kuly.-
Arlund's hietory in Paducah dater;
back ten or fifteen years ago when
he was the proprietor of a drug Aare
art Banda-ell. where he settled after
miming front his natives home in Ger-
many. Many Mei ti ea h wholesale
mere/lents sold him good, there
Jailer Flsker allowed Arlund to
stay with him in his office at the
Jail this morning, while he is waiting
for a telephone rail from Louisville
friends.
WESTON ON TIME
CheSterion, Ind., Nos. 2n. - Ed-
ward' Payson Weston left here at lek
n'elock this morning having airrivei
at 11 after completing 95 mikes in
28 hours. He abnoat staggered into
a hotel, where he obtained 4 hours'
asleep without disrobing. H. wilt 2409
outside Chstrago tonight km order to
eater the city In daylight tomorrow.
I
• Give Us a Share of
Your
E. J. PAXTON & LILLARD SANDERS
I
Phone 338. Phone 765.
All Kinds of Insurance
%. 
IN .4,DMIRALTI.
Henry Murphy, et at., vs. Gasoline
boat "Eunice, etc., in admiralty.
Whereas a libel was filed in the
District Court of the United States,
for the Western District of Ken-
tucky, at Paducah on the 2Sth day
of October, 1907, by &Henry Murphy,
et al., vs. Gasoline Boat Eunice, her
engines, tackle apparel. furnitu -e.
etc., and owners, alleging in sub-
stance that said boat is indebted to
them in the sum of $75 for salvage,
and that same has never been paid,
aud prays process against said Gaso-
line Boat Eunice, that same may be
condemned and sold to pay said
claim with Cost and expenses.
Now, therefore in pursuance to the
munition under seal of said court.
to me directed, I do hereby give
Public notice to all persons claiming
said boat Eunice, or In any way in-
terested therein, that they be and
appear before the district court of
the United States in the city of :ea-
ducah, Ky., on or before the and day
of December. 1907. at 10 o'clock a.
m., of that day, then and there to
interpose their claims and make
their allegations in that lehalf.
GISORGt W -LONG, 4
U. S 34. W. K. D.
By Wade Brown, deputy.
BAGBY & MARTIN,
Proctors for libellants.
much the same as the better clam
of the drama of the day. It is this
harmonious combination, combined
wah the beautiful story of the play
itself, that renders Parsital the irre-
sistible and abeorbing siectaele that
has made it famous throughout the
world. None can witness this soul-
ful and profoundly interesting pro-
duction without being awakened
more fully to the consciousness of
one's innermost self and the sub-
lime power of the brotherhood of
unselfish love. In the ettert to re-
produce the revential ateioephere of
the original surrounding, and in oth-
er details, during the engagement
here the tradition of Bareuth will be
preserved except In coMmencing time,
ehich has been slightly changed.
Formerly the time of commencement
was 5:3o, and a two hour intermis-
sion waa given for dinner. This long
intermission has been done away
with, which permits of sommencing
the first act at 7:45. the performance
iionclud.ng at 11 o'clock The pub-
lic is most earnestly requested to sub
scribe to the rule that everybody
should be seated before the house is
darkened and the first act begins. It
will be impossible to seat anyone
aTThli'Julttt'tUre.
"My Wife's Family."
-My Wife's Family" at the Lyceum
Is decidedly better them its heralding
:ad prepared us to expect. It is a
V.L.L.L.L....1.411.411.eL.L.L 4. really humorous farce, amusing com-
l., terations, clever specialists, and
t
• well defined charactriaationa says
the Cleveland (0) Leader concern--
mg the production to be seen at the
Kentucky Monday night. December 2.
THEATRICAL NOTES
Pi•relb4r1-1—revi—r4
AT THE KENTUCKY.
•-•••••
Friday Night "Dandy Dixie Min-
etrele"—Saturday Matinee
and Night "Paraifal." suicide at Rairetith today.
At the Kentucky next Friday will Ile had been despondent and 
met-
be seen the Dandy Dixie Minstrels. ancholy sinee the death of his 
wife,
This is Voelckel & Nolan's attrac- herself an opera singer. in the 
wreck
tion, not the _inferior imitation of
litra'somewhat sled attravitions, but
the reliable, nteed company
which backs ttP a claim and state-
ment with "Ifer money'a worth or
your money back "
Parsifal,
Parsifal is rightly and truly called
a "mystery" drama, because it illus-
trates by means of allegory and sym-
bol. the secret of redeeming love.
Yet, although correctly named a
"mystery" play for the foregoing
reasons, it is in no senee of the
word the same as understood by this
name as applied to the early "myst-
ery" plays of Christian church. In
those plays, devoid of scenic embel-
ishnients, andelu many instances even
of appropriate costuming, the action
was stilted and the players seemed
merely to chant with a monotonous
articulatkon whatever dialogue was
contained in the text. This method.
no doubt, served the purpose of the
time, but it would now serve only as
a reminder of the methods pertain
ing to the drama of those days and
would simply be appreciated as such
Parsilal, on the contrary, while still
being a mystery play, is redolent
with life and color, natural and spir-
ited In action and In every particulaf
Old
Homestead
Horehound
Drops
EVERYBODY KNOWS
there is nothing in the
world which so quickly re-
lieves a cough as the old-
fashioned simon. pure hore-
hound drop. The Old Home-
stead formula has been tested
and tried out on innumer-
able coughs. It will be good
for yours.
Generous
Package
5c
Gilbert's
Drug Store
Bertram is Suicide.
Berlin. Nov. 26.—Theodore Ber-
tram, the opera singer, committed
of the steamship Berlin, which went
down off the Hook of Holland on
Feb. 21 Inst. No other reason. except
his grief is known for the suicide.
The first recognition or Bertram
gPLI, us came through his retindering
of the role of Wotan In Wagner's
"Taunhauser." Ali of the greater
successes of his later career also were
fevered in Wagnerian roles.
The 'sea accident which caused the
death of Bertnanes wife, cost the lives
of eighteen other members of the Ger-
man opera company, which had just
concluded its season at Covent Gar-
den, London.
Bertram had himself sailed for
Rotterdam a day previous ,to the de-
parture Of his wife.
Her Retort
Ii.' I can bare my choice of twene -
elrIS.
Slit' Yes, a fool an.l his money are
5(5)11 t•ourted.
.% m e ri ea n Forestry Atosoeist Ion.
The American Forestryy eatrocia-
lion :s doing sweat work for the
country. It was one Of the choler
factors in securing the passage of the
am_ on March 3, 1891, authorising
the president to proclaim national
forest reserves on the public domain.
Upon this law has grown up our pr's.-
eat national forest area, greater than
Prance or Germany, and as large as
he combined area of all the Mates
noith of North Carolina and Past
,A Ohio. Raleigh (N. C.) Evening
Ilittes. September 21, 1907, of Dr.
Will who will lecture here Friday:
"Dr. NVill, who Is one of the ablest
men in his profeesion. lectured at the
city hail, (Raleigh. N. C. this even-
.nng on these forests, his picturet
-bowing what has been done in the
way of destruction in the mountain
it glom'. wiaat mayy be done in the
CA,y orneer
forests mean to the people in evers
nay. lie was introduced by the Sec-
-teary of State. 'In the audience were
he members of the supreme court.
many prominent public men. and i
inamber of teachers, public and pri-
vate." Raleigh correspondent*.
Caarlotte. (N. C.) Daily Observer.
11111111111. September 27, 1907.
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TO EQUITY DOCKET
MOTION IS al.4DE TO TRANSFER
M'AIITHUR I. C. (ASK.
Suit Involving $183,000, in Circuit
Court—Building Extensiou of
Railroad.
a motion to transfer the suit of
McArthur Bros., of Chicago, against
the Illinois Central railroed in which
5155.000 are involved, to the quity
docket, was heard by Judge Reed
yesterday and the case taken under
advisement by the court. The plain-
tiffs in the suit allege that part of
the money is due for rights of way
purchased through farm lands for
the company and that a balance is
due them on the contract priee. The
contractors also claim that the com-
pany failtd to furnish the work in
time to obtain a bonus that was
agreed in the contract, the entire
amount claimed being $185,00.9.
SILVER NOT ISSUE, SAYS BRYAN.
Nebraskan Declares Wall Street Is
Responsitle for Trouble.
Baltimore, Nov. 26.—William Jen-
nings Bryan lectured at Ford's opera
homse this afternoon under the au
apices of the Y .M. C. A., prior to
which he was given a luncheon by
friends and admirers. Just before
the latter event, in respcnse to a
question as to whether coinage of
silver as advocated by him would
have prevented the money stringency
from which the country has been
suffering, he said:
"The coinage of silver has no bear-
ing upon the monetary conditions
which exist today. The restoration
of beuetalism would have given us
more money than ac have at present.
but the unprect dented discovery of
gold has given us such an increase in
the volume of money that prices have
risen.
"The present stringency is not due
to the scarcity of money, but to the
scare that has spread among de-
poeitors. This started in New York
and had its origin in the gambling
transactions of Wall street. The Re-
publican party has so linked the
banking system to Wail street that
the whole nation has suffered for
the sins of a few speculators."
Missing Man Found Dead.
Sterling. Ill , Nov. 26.—John
Ilartle, a well known farmer, who
disappeared last Thursday with a
large sum of money on hia person,
was found dead from apoplexy this
morning in a cornfield. The' money'
was still on his person.
NATURE SPARES
The Stricken Rose From Grief.
What a forunate provision of na-
ture it is, that deprivao the rose of
mental suffering; for how poignant
would be its grief to discvver, in the
height of its blooming glory, that a
canker fed at its heart, and that its
beauty and fragrance were doomed
forever. Nature always spares the
suffering; he is a veritable store-
house of pleasing rewards, for those
who seek her ski. In the years gone
by falling hair and grayness have
cast a gloom over the lives of thous-
ands of young women, but thanks
to the investigations of scientists
the true cause of hair destruction Is
now known to be a germ or parasite
that burrow into the hair follicles.
Newbro's leerpicide absolutely de-
stroys this germ, thus permitting the,
hair to grow as nature intended.
Sold by leading druggists. Two
sizes. LOc and 91.04. Send 10c in
stamps for sample to The Herpicide
Co., Detroit, Mich. W. B. McPher-
son special agent.
$2.70
Worth of San itol
Toilet Prepara-
tions for
1.00
We would be glad to
have you call at our
store and lecus explain
this remarkable offer to
you.
Free delivery to any
part of the city.
Both phones 756.
•
PIARTIKan&EAERTS PRODUCTION OF
f P L AY F Vi LLIA L B
• • I. •••
irirPT ly
FESTIVAL  
ERTS
RICHARD WAGWEla GREAT
III 111111, tttttt 
1,11161111111 11:40
At The Kentucky Saturday, November 30th, Matinee and Night.
TO LEARN ROPES
MR. HENRY P. NUNN WILL GO TO
FRANKFORT SOON..
To Be Assietent State Treasurer
Under (alive Edwin Fatiey,
of Paducah.
Mr. Henry P. Nunn, who will be
assietant state treasurer, and as
such, Captain Edwin Farley 's right
hand man, .is the brother-in-law of
Captain Farley. and bas had service
with the federal government, for
years being a gauger in this district.
Mr. Nunn will leave for Frankfort
In a few days to acqusint himselt
with the duties of the cffice.
The Cat Sitting on the Back Stoop.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to
cure any case of Itching.131;nd, Bleed-
ing or Protruding Piles in 6 to 14
days or money refunded. 50c.
PRE.%('HERS 1100D CONDUCTORS
('let gsmen, (ollege Graduate.' atie
Professors Run Pittsburg Care
Pittelyprg. Nov. 26.—Officials of
the Pittsbarg Railways company,
which operates all the street cat
lines in this city announced today
that during the last two weeks
tw nt y4h ye eo:legs graduates, four
college peol-eseors and two clergymen
*applied to the company for employ-
ment.
The college gradttabes could
net sew to do. Ths, PrOf"'F‘C"-S
had lost their positions and could
get no other employment as teachers,
while the ministers were young mei.
who had falbed to be assigned to
charges. All of the applicants were
given positions and every one pre-
ferred the rear end of the car to a
job as motorman.
"We have excellent reports from
every one of them." said an officAa:
of the company. 'The m4ntaters par.
ticularly are doing welt. One is on
day torn, while the other has a ea,
which leaves the downtown. district
soon after midnight and passes
through the worse part of the city.
Last night a crowd of toughs on the
tar started a-ftgber -but -Use minister-
con d actor restored order befor.e'any-
noe was hAlr.t.."
S.11. WINSTEAD
Druggist
Seventh and Broadway.
•rflrereVYN","""r""0"04"fre•ev'VW
in an int
Oklahoma has 5,500 Miles of rail-
road*, 7110 banks and 50 daily news-
papers.
Tha wee of,..rjudice grow best
desert.
ATE l'1' THE SHOW.
mommiummt*
Goat That Will Figure No More
Wild We'd Scenes.
Ile was only a goat.
minded William goat, but
an appetite! It was this capacity
for devouring things that caused his
downfall and suspension from one
of_tbe biggest Wild West shows that
ever struck East Lynne. Not that
he got his walking papers, but be-
cause he ate up the show. -
It all happened at the sand pits
off Melvin avenue. His goatship
that is owned by Charlie Farnurn
and a band of juveniles who have be-
come enthused by the stories of the
Wild Bill (ndt the goaty and his
stunts with the Apaches in the far
Weft were depicting those ectetes
true to life. They had the necessary
(kgmemade) paraphernalia of burn-
ed Cork, old shots for blankets and
other accoutrements, even to the real
guns, which were without powder.
Just as Wild Bill, set upon by a
gang of blood-thirsty Indians. was
single handed, wiping them out of
existence, mounted on his handsome
broncho (the goat), box 521 came
In, The lads saw the fire and In an
instant Wild Bill was to the tali tim-
ber, and as imaginary fire engines
they were hotfoot for the Hun; grain
store tire.
The goat was left behind, but Sir
William did not mind it in the least.
He found those blankets prety fair.
PADUCAH'S NEW
TRUNK AND LEATHER GOODS STORE
NOW OPEN
We have now opened at 314
Broadway. Paducah's only ex-
clusive Trunk and Leather
Goods Store and the public is
cordially invited Wean and in-
spect the tine stock of Tiunks,
Grips, Suit Cases and all kinds
of leather goods we have as-
sembled. You will find that
Best Values and Lowest Prices
are the prlicy of this concern.
Our experience in thts line of
work covers a good many years
and we can assure you of better
service than you can get else-_
where.
We are also prepared to mantl.
facture Trunks, Sample Cases
and do all kinds of Tralr work
in our new and modern factory._
-H. NIEMAN
314 Broadway
staassmagegnIalr 
A Change for the
Family
Take home a pail of chile.
It will make your supper more
enjoyable. Pods free.
C.SHNIDER'S
Chile Parlor
118 S. Fourth St.
Ladies and Gentlemen
011111111111111111111111111111111•111E111111111111111111111
although a trine dry. Tin cans were 'in Letting-ton
Inot in it with those guns and other Twenty-third
In things. 'And he munched away as I heard him
contented as a small boy over hit
Thanksgiving dinner.
a simple- A flee cannot last forever, espee-
with such [ally when such treined firemen are
on OA scene and so a couple of hours
later the boys returned to the scene
of the great battle. What was their
surprise to find—not a pile of dead
and dying Indians about Wild
Bill's steed, nor any bows affd ar-
rows or toniahawks, but a cleanly
swept field of battle. There stood
Sir William as meek as Mary's little
lamb munching something -red and
ehite. Alas, a closer inspection re-
vealed the fact that eon OM Glory
had failed to resist the powers of
William's appetiteand as a pleasing
dessert to his meal of wild west
scenery William was finishing up on
the American flag. •
The goat still lives and Is still
happy, but hereafter he is to ban-
steed in 'any production, no matter
how big, for with such an appetite
even the actors themselves are in
danger.—Lynn Item.-
avenue. not far from
street. The other day
well at a rec..kitrant
euitomer: "You no pay Then you
paper tiger!" I asked what he meant
by i "paper tiger." and he replied.
"Oh, in. China a paper tiger is black-
guard who blows much, but is harm-
less." added: "When a man
is ve% proud of himself, what Amer-
klaillS call 'stuck up,' we conypare him
to a rat falling into a scale and weigh-
ing itzelt. When a Chinaman over-
does a th:ng we say he is a hunch-
back mating a bow. The rill son
who quickly spends his fatheee money
w•P cell a rocket which goes off at
once. We stay of you rich Americans
who send money to heathenes by mis-
slootaries and neglect their family at
home, 'They hang their lantern on
a pole, which Is seen from afar, but
gives no light below.' "—New York
Press.
Old Gentleman—Have 3-ou no fam-
ily tics?
f•-,;, sir; father makes
me wear all of his old ones.—Bropk-
lyn Eagle.
Chinese, Sarcasm. fetayle.ieht —I've been hunting for
Once In a while you-meet a commoe -lodgings 'all the week! Miss Weer-
Cheistrite who li s e or the wit •F :gh- -Yee have f01111d them
e a Is :• '
-o
Only One "C-IO QUININE." that is
1 701111ae
Laxative Brom° Quinine d , on every
Cures e Cold 
T/ 4/ rebcx. 25cr. • Cree in 2 'Pies
At
he Kentucky
Friday.
November
Prices 25c, 35c, 50c, 75c.
Balcony reserved for col
ored people.
DANDY DiiiiirMINSTRELS
-
erree •
‘i
Best Al I-S tar
Negro Minstrel
Vaudeville,Song
Dance, Fun
Show Ever Seen.
Singers sweet, dancers direly, phunny
phellows, specialties, sensational, Ns-
tinguiShed Dixie Darkics, the band and
a "Fo-w-1 1)ded."
Direction Voelckel &
Saturday
November
Matinee and Night
MESSRS. MARTIN 4 EMERY'S
Colossal Production of Richard
Wagar'S Sacred Festival
' Drama
PARSIFAL
Aelaptei by We Lent Roberts aid Preiellted
. ea a Stile Of anaemic Rover Roan Secreted
1:“•ning performance at 7:45 prompt.
carriages at 11 Matinee at 2:15 prompt.
Carriages at 5:30.
PrIeeS: Night-51.50, $1.00, 750, 50c, 35e.
Matinee—II 00. 75n, 50c, 250.
•
SDAY, NOVEMBER 20. •
NOTICE
• A'l Banks will
Close Promptly
at 2 p. m.
mmin.
HEREAFTER
leascsormisrapiess.. 
COUPON- BOND 1BACK UP YOUR GRAY MATTER Wliti
,USE
CO)WPORI DOR)D
or Letters
that Count
r,One year or fifty years from now, your Letters in
other people's files will look as well as the day they
were received if they are written on
e©UP_CgM:E3gHB
COUPON BOND betters by age, because it is made slowly.
  You cannot hasten the process of paper
making and get as good a paper as by the old slow method. You
have to build a sheet of pap?r. That is why a blind man could
tell a sheet of Coupon Bond in a ream of other papers.
The "feel" would tell him the character of the paper. Its
strength and surface would tell the story of slow, careful manu-
facture.
Back up Your Gray Matter With COUPON BOND
No paper is too good for 11.1ters that have to count. Try it for
yourself. Make an experiment. Get a month's supply of
Coupon Bond from your printer and check up results. _
The SUN Job Office
Both Phones 358.
10,000 MOROCCANS
FIERCE to itleeNIEN SWOOP
DOWN ON FRENCH SOLDIERS.
Beaten Off With Lei-se of 1,200 Kill-
ed—Reckless of Life in
Assent.
• Maglinia, Nov. 26.—Ten thousaed
of the fierceet Benie Nassen tribes-
men swooped down on the French
(-amp yeeterday anel were beat,en off
with a loss of twelve hundred Wed.
The fighting continued for a lents
time and was conducted on the part
of the tribeemen apparently with a
total eleregard for their lives. At
one time the Freach infantry were
on the point of being eitrrotindee but
they fin-ally desenga_ged ttheuneelves
-frorn their perilous poeitien by a bril-
liant charge of the Spatia. A rout
of the Arabs was completed by a vie-
oroue shelleing by the arrillery. The
French loes is eight Killed. Several
we _wounded.
The Arabs are net discouraged le
thes severe repulee, but reformed
their force.; and in addition dercted
their efforts to rousing otter tribes.
DR. JAMES
HEAD-ACHE
CURE
All
I)ruggists
f
Price litio
-or .-
For sale rod guaranteed by
POWDERS ,
For twenty years it i
ban lkien the true '
and falta(..1 remedy.
W. B, MTHERSON
The figheing was re-seined trelay and
the booming of cannon could be
heard throughout the afternoon The
result of the battle is unknown at'
present.
Dirrittg the pure-nit of the enemy
the Spahit were dresser Into ambush
and Lieutenant Rose who was riding
in_ front, fell riddled with bullet,.
But the troopers rallied and threw
themeeiren upon. the Arabs in the
ambush. cutting them to pieces. The
French forces followed up their ad-
vantage, and scouring the country
killed many of the fugitivee. The
artietery bombarded the- mountain
gloms where the remainder of the
tribesmen had taken refuge.
Ex-Federal Judge in Jail.
Pueblo, Col., Nov. 26.—Former
Federal Judge Henry W. Scott, of
Oklahoma, Is in jail charged with
*suing checks on a hank in which
he had no money.
Scott In the maw who, during Free-
'dent Cleveland's last administration,
had no end of trouble with the news-
paper meat of Oklahoma 'City.
He had a habit of fining - every
Man for contempt of court who wrote
anything displeasing to hlm. One
newspaper man sent to jail by him
took poison and the angry citizens
ordered Scott to leave. He denies
the charges against him here, saying
he is a victim of circumstances.
Roosevelt Tramps In Rain.
Wa.shington, D. C., Nov. 26.—A
cold and dreary rain was not suit-
/lent to keep President Roosevelt in-
doors today. Accompanied by Rob-
era Bacon, assistant secretary of
state, the executive left the shelter
of the white house and tramped
through the country for three hours,
returning besitattered with mud but
not depressed in spirits.
Scalped by a Stovepipe.
Terrelianee, end.: Nov. 26.—When
Robert Wasson, a farmer Hying near
Paris, III., was thrown from his bug-
gy in a rnnaway a piece of stovepipe,
tore his scalp from his head as neat-
ly as a scalping knife could.
Use Sun Want Ads.—Best results
tHE PADUCAH EVENING SUN PAGE THREE.
DEADLOCK
CONTINUES IN LEGISL%TURE IN
ILLINOIS.
t;.,teritor Deneen May Send Another
Special Message on Waterways
to General Assembly.
People's Cure
for Stomach Ills
It would be folly to say that a person
should always be his own doctor. There
are times when one cannot be too quick
in consulting a competent and reliable
physician, but the tact does remain that
there are many ailments that can be
cured at home at very little expense.
Such remedies can be bought at any
first-class drug store for a small sum.
Among the diseases that can be effec-
tively treated at home are such as per-
tain to the stomach, liver and bowels,
like constipation, dyspepsia, biliousness,- Springfield,. III., Nov, 2e.—The Den flatulency, sour stomach. bloated stomach, sickete and house conferees on the pri- itrie rini,libextteerT, tie; tFhcrn tiltriseciitirT,site;1 e:
Mary election bill had no sooner met Syrup Pewits. the greet herb lar.;t1 oo compound.this noon to receive the report of the Sod erre. thee( Iry attitliraltu  firrioeutte:rteh,t..)hrekt.,:;
sub-committee appointed to arrange they have nothing better to oiler than the iu-
amendments agreed upon by the eon, itgelleeree°""retete° 
the r, nti.,:inyti at11,dtatit:,,nae.
ferees in proper shape, than they be- lot lantefutetat !rime= 
thaome 
t ttestintuet,,euwIntl,neeseult,!ehot
came involved in a deadlock. The con steeple remedy, and tun to a doctor. twt. utte:ferees proceeded on some of the 1 tjaylidledvrasri inity pdPrpresin thane/ tin 4uithei'rkeceeptl:
committee. For two hours they failed
amendments recommended by the sub 'denim rewarded by a cure. A eeed7rseacesLeltinr,;,poi ietiani.:ti 
Horredi 
wrtitoifbeL w r,
to concur on the reeommendations of 
,liswhe Bute:feed
tares of the stomach. He was Amen up to die! by three lead's* physicians. He had no epee.the sub-committee that presidential itita.00uldne digest what little he did eat. hadelectors and delegates to the national severe pains is the stomach. and flnul.y, mo.
Co nvf ntions be eliminated from the Ultimately bewail advised to try
meats whoa be himself thte..ghtohre. ac'.0,11,,vie
poeliminary bill, the senate veting to ;se lP s ed did ig and,h belie.ttLi,tniriej;et:e/and 
tasgsia ur7 ie;. 
concur On the bill and the house vot-!adviees all sufferers from weak Stomach to useIle It can be had In BO cent ar.d $1 bonus, seeing against coneurringeOn the ques- results are absolutely guaranteed or money isBon of eliminating the trustees of the 'refunded-
Buy a bottle today and watch results.enivereity of Illinois tenni tee
the two houses, agreed . i.
°salon. 
.,
i
'Be homes offered a reeolution that 1
an amendment be drawn up providing:
for an advisory vote on president
and vice preeldene but the senate
voted the resolution down.
.1netiter Mes-sage.
With the.joitie conttrenee commit-
tee on the printery election bill dead-
locked on the question of plurality
election of presidential electors and
national convention delegates, and
the house iniesenigating teommittee
with its probe still in the vitals of
the Illinois and Miehigan canal com
mittee, the members of the general
assembly will find little in the way
of work before them when they re-
convene tomorrow morning. If the
plan contemplated is put into effect
-lons-reeeser wilfiebe tairen,
and January 1.0 is the date tenta-
tively fixed upon as the time for re-
donvening.
Governer T)eneen is expected to pre
sent another special message on the
subject of deep waterway legislation
In his msssage the executive Will
urge legisIation to aid the- adminis-
tration In its efforts to crest the
Economy I i gh t and Power company.
of Joliet. from complete control of
the Des Pleines river flow.
State Had No Power.
Peoria, lii., Nov. 26.—Answering
the criticism throughout the state of
the act of the Iltinois and Michigan
canal commissioners in disposing of
riparian rights on the Des Plaines
river to the Economy Light and
Power company, of Joliet, Clarence
E. Snivels, of Canton, chairman of
the committee, today said that at the
time the lease Was executed the state
had no right to acquire or construct
for itself a dam for the development
of water power, and also that in the
!emits was a clause for ample provis-
ions for deep water way from Lake
Michigan to the Illinois river by the
federal governmeht.
81 YEARS
MRS. MARY 'JANE DENS HAD
LIVED IN THIS SECTION.
Died Last Night at Her Home in This
City—Will Buried
at Metropolis.
Mrs. Mary Jane Dunn. Si years
Old, one of the oldeseeend beet be-
loved women in Paduc-ah. died last
night at 7 o'clock at lye home. 425
South Sixth street. after a lingering
Illness. She was a native of South-
ern 11Knois, but had melded here a
year., She Is survived by two sons.
Meserte-Frank and Finis Dunn, and
one daughter, Mrs. Donna Houchin.
of Metropolis. Ill. The funeral will
take place in Metropolis at the Chris-
tian eburrh, of which Mrs. Duan was
a member.
"Hite°. old fellow. Yea are in
mourning. I have heard nothing
about it. How long have you been a
wldower?" "3:nee the death of my
poor wife."—Nos foisirs.
Appetite for Crabs
pE codfish has an enormous appetitefor shell-fish, crabs and lobsters.
tie eats them alive and he eats them
raw. tic eats them all without in-
digestion and grows fat. 11e has a
powerful liver.
The oil from the cod's liver makes
Scott's Emulsion
A natural pow' er to digest and to
produce flesh is in every spoonful.
This power means new vigor and new
flesh for those who suffer from wasting
diseases.
All Deourehts: sot. and $1.00
FREE TEST Those o.;t3rg tn try Or. OM-sows SyrLD Pepsin before bus-ing caa hems free sample Doti,. sent to their home byaddressing the mammy. This offer is to prom statistremedy will de lies claim, and is only noes to thosewho Rave weer taken it Send for it if you hoe anysymptoms of stomach, liver or bowel disease Gentlest
Yet mOst effective laxative for chadrest, women and oldVivs. A g-yranteett. pormarsent home cum THEPUIS LIG V t (NCI: "No taretve So Good and Sureas OH CALDV/ELL'S SYRUP PEPSIN." This productMire punty a...aflame No. 17 wieseetme 0. C.
PEPSIN SYRUP 00.
101Caldwell Bldg., Illopetkeilok IN.
woo. 
SENATOR ALLISON
OPENe I MPAIGN lei: le I.Fee
liON To et. \ %II
Schafer r Eulogieee Veteran
Mt:drummer of town-Mr Tern
liners in Hest Vein,
Council Bluffs. Iowa. Nov: 26.—
The address of Senator P. Doltiver
before the Pottawettarnine County
Allison club this evening in the new
theater In this city was a feature of
the opening of the campaign for the
re-electien of Senator Wm. B. Ate-
son, of Dubuque. This fact lent ad-
slitional Importance and entereM to
the occasion, and representative Re-
'publicans were present from nearly
all parts of the state to hi at the ads
drew which had for its topic "Sena-
tor Allison, hie life and public levy
ice." Dolliver spoke for two hours,
the effort being regarded as one of
his best. He gate up much of his
address to eulogizing the venerable
senior senator from Iowa, and in-
sisted that Allison had in no wise
outgrown his usefulaess. He refer-
red to how Senators Morgan. Pettua
and others who had died in the serv-
ice, had been honored by thetr states
in thee- extreme old age, and said
that Iowa could not undertakes to
overrun a precedent whith had be-
come an unwritten law of the land.
IN METROPOLIS
Fred W iiman has returnee_ from
sejourn in the %ewe
The Misses King visited their tai-
tee, Mrs. Toy Lassiter, in Paducate
the later part of last week.
Mies Lilian Fox %head her broth-
r. Nathan Fox, at Brookport Sun
day.
Dr. Fisher visited his son Hodge-
at Brookport Sunday.
J. G. Hanks attended fo business
in Brookport Sunday. _
Miss 'Mysetle. - King spent Suede,s.
with friends in Brookport.
Paul Mulkey went to Chicago
see the teniversity football team play
lent week and returned home Surer-
day,
Mise India Tune visited in Brook
eieert Sunday.
Fred lecung visited in Brookport
Sunday.
Ann Schroder. Jr., came home
from Vienna, where he is attending
is-hoot, to spend Sunday with home
folks.
Toth Cutting spent Sueday with
his family. He is employed in, Patin.
cah.
Emma Roell underwent at opera-
tion at Dr. Ragadale's sanitarium
Saturday.
Duff Choate who has been in Hot
Springs for six months, has returned
home much improved.
Frank Oleery, who formerly lived
here but now in Texas, is visiting
here,
P. L. Kidd, who left Metropolis/ 24
years ago and was mourned as deed.
communicated with his brother, Tom
Kidd, front Paducah last week. Ile
now lives ar Peters Landing, Ten-n.
Bible Famine in Galesburg.
Galesburg, Ill., Nov. 26.----There is
ft famine of Bibles in Galesburg as
the result of the recent revival serv-
ices conducted by the Rev. William
A. Sunday.
Book store keepers report an ite-
precedented demand for relheimis
books. and have sent urgent appeals
to the publishers for .theire supplies.
Sixty converts were received today
Into the Presbyterian church, and
2110 have joined the Methodist and
First Baptist. Other eon •gatione
report like accessions.
RELEkSED
.sta: MUTUAL LIFE COMPAN -
HOLDINGS IN I. C.
Injunction Removed By Consent 1,1
St 101;44i/int Fish, So Shares
May He Voted.
Chicago, Nov. 26.—The Mutual;
Life Ineuranee company's linemen'
in the Illinois Contraleraileoad wee
freed from operation of the injan--
tin recently secured by Stuyvesaire
Fish on motion of the latter's attor-
neys this afternoon. The iusuran,
company owns 5.e.eie shares and with
these released the injunction now af-
fects 281,231 shares.
In making the tootiom IO divines
the attorneys for Fish said that there
is fair grounds, under the statutes of
Illinois. to hold that life, tire and
other Insurance companies can hold
stock in sueh companies for invest-
ment purposes only "and they there-
fore did uot care to question any
such right." .
Today's motion followed a noonday
conferee-et, bet w et' n Fish, who arrived
from New York this morning. and his
attorneys. Fish and his attorneys
were di:loosed to treat the matter
lightly, claiming the intereste affect-
ed by the dismissal are comparative-
ly insignificant and that the tissue
as to other defendants will have a
different outcome.
On. the -contrary President Hera
lain, of the Illinois Central. saw in
the aetion a corsfession of weakness
and predicted that the rest of the
cases will fall in a stainer manner.
Fish took advantage of hie prose
ence in ('ti -ago to give out a state
ment in answer to the demuarers,
answers and. bill, of exception filed
by the defendants to the suit Satur-
day aed making a charge against his
'ours.' as president of the Mimes
Central. Fish • pronounced -these
vague, fa and stile, and
are set up to affect the proxy getting
and not to operate as defense of the
Injunction suits."
egell
$1,200,000 Guarded Is Cache,
Seattle, Wash., Nov. 26,--Chet mU-
lion two hundred thousand dollars
worth of gold le now lying at Sum-
mit, on Thompson pass, just back of
Valdez, on its way from Fairbanks.
Alaska, to Seattle. Several armed
guards are watching the cache day
and night. It is the largest shipment
ever sent out over the trail from
Fairbanks to Valdez.
Study French Postal Banks,
Paris. Nov. 26.—Un4er instruc-
tions received from Neashingtott, data
regarding the French postal savings
banks system I. being compiled hers,
for the use of the American post-
master general In connection with
his neummendation for the establish
fluent of postal savings banks its the
United States.
1.0
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PISO'S CURE
Save the Lands
from the dreadful Moira
of consumption by curing
the bad cootie or cold
fore it is too late. P.
Cure speedily stops c
and relieves th
lung troubles. s.
free from objectiet ;
harmful ingredients. and
agreeable to the taste.
All drugghlts, 25 cents.
11)
Us
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COUGHS...,,COLDS
Glowing Heat
From Every Ounce of fizel
.0.0ecie..ecipek°
P:teoe • COO
When the mercury drops out of sight, and
you just can't keep the house warm, you'll
find it wonderfully convenient to use a
PERFECTION
Oil Heater
(Equipped with Smokeless Device)
Ifs very light—carry it about—heat any cold
room. Turn the wick high or low—no
danger—no smoke—no smell. Easily cared
for and gives nine hours of
cozy comfort at one filling of
brass font. Finished in
nickel and japan. Every
heater warranted.
The
LaMP br,hieu,t ighu to ,drai
the long wale, r•enAngs
—OM! Or few b, it—vesa.1 tire your eyes. Latest ,mprove,1 renifal
eah burner Moir ol Irw. nickel pismel E‘ery Lamp soarranied
II your &Aar cannot supply the kayo Lamp ea Periectton 0,1
Heeher. unit out neatest agency lee a clesantuve orculsr
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
(Incorporated)
FOR THANKSGIVIN(;
ENJOYMENT
a man wants to feel well and com-
fortably dressed for either street, at
home or for the Thanksgiving dinner
ree.aption. We will fashion a dress
suit. Tuxedo, cutaway. Prince Albert
or sack suit for you that will give you
the cLstingite air and et -le that only
an artist tailor can give sreota
your order now with
H. M. DALTON,
403 Broadway.
'heel Warren the Jeweler. COM', Hocmg,
City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
All Kinds of Hauling. Second
and Washington Streets.
Warehouse for Storage.
Both Phones 499.
 AIM
11111/11MIMOWSIMIENWRIIERMNIMIIP 
I ED. D. HANNANSanitary Plumber
Steam Heating Expert
Repair Work Solicited.
Both Phones 201 132 S. Fourth St.
323 Kentucky Avenue.
A few feet of gas
will heat your rooms
in the Morning
quickly and cheaply.
The Paducah Light & Power Co.
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AFTERINOON AND WEEKLY.
THE KIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
11000RIPORATICD
F. U. FISHER. President.
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antalred at the postotEce at Paducah.
My. as second class matter.
SUBSCRIPTION ILATBSe
TRW DAILY SUN
By Carrier, per week  .10
Ey mail, per month. In advance  .26
By mail, per year. In advance. ...$2.60
TEM BRISKLY SUN
Tee year. by mall, postage paid.. 51.00
Address THE SUN, Paducah. Ky....
Office, 116 South Third. Phone 260
Payne Young, Chicago and New
York. representatives.
THB SUN can be found at the follow-
ing planes:
it e. elements & Co.
Van Cunt* Bros.
Palmer House.
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 25.
CIRCULATION ST 1TEMENT.
November-11)07.
1 4028 17 3875
2 4254 18 3871
3888 19 3875
4  3917 21 3869
3910 22. 3851
7 1911 23 3849
1 3909 24 4063
9 3963 25 4144
10 3971 26 4147
11 3900 28 4137
12 3958 29 4138
14 3940 30 3R61
16 3923 31 4289
16 394/8
Total 107440
Average, October, 1907 3973
Average. October, 1906  4018
Personally appeared before ine.titis
November 2nd, 1907, 11.-.G.
Len, business manager Of The Sun.
who affirms that the above state-
ment of the circulation of The Sun
for th• month of iber, 1907,
I. true to the be. of his knowledge
and belief
PirrER PURTEAR, Notary Public.
My oommisaion expires January 22,
1908.
Daily Thought.
The effective life and the receptive
life are one.—Brooks.
One, who Patel to play Home,
Sweet Home In A flat, nee; much
of the harmony of the theme.
Those detectives, who secured con!!
Crete proof of violations by 126 bar
rooms in CWcago Sunday, may not
be able to give very coherent fetal-
mony on the subject, but they wool('
form a coovincing link in a chain of
circumstantial evidence if proffered
se exhibits in the camels
Why did they select Mayor-elect
Smith to open that Thanksgiving
football game? They should have
chosen some one who has a kick
comlug.
CONSCRIPTION?
Either from the musty depths of
a mind. shut in by mirtitariern, or
from a desire to get his report a
good place in the newspapers Adju-
tant General Ainsworth declares that
conscription w:11 be neceetery to
keep up the Anierican army. Ho re-
cites tee fact that the army has -
changed fifty per cent, in a year by
deaths, desertions and discharges.
The reason for the is not far to
seek. The War With Spain and the
subsequent expert :elms throughout
the Phi ii ppi nee ea ye the materiel ems
youths of a g..nerat on just grown up
the opportunity they desired for teal_
experiences of campaigning. They
had their fill and many of them ens.
tered the insular service, or took .
their die-barges. Herd -upon thei
heels of the war came the present-
ers of prosperity in Its full flush.
There has 'Teen more work than Melt,
and wages have gene up temptingly.
It is difficult to keep the ranks of
the army full in piping times ot
peace and plenty.
Of femme, we all .reahae with
General Ainsworth that we must
keep the ranks full on a peace foot.
trig. sufficient to garreon our insular
POSSPNS:(WIS and our tarts. We have
no frsmtier any more. But we do not
despair. Let army men put their
mines to it and we shall matretain
our little -a-rine without conscription.
That word has an ugly sound in
the Wars of freemen. We should do
badly with an army of conscripts.
Men don't fleet well, who don't wish
to fight. With the reduction in the
sine of the army, we believe, there
is a better claw of men in it, take
it as a whsee, than there was five
years ago. Drunken rows wild muti-
nies at Columbus barracks and the
Presidio in California. were often
heard of then.
After all, we must depend tiltS
mately. 1414 always. on MIT citizen eel-
tilers. The slump in the enlietments
Of the reviler army hats turned. 1-he
attention of army men to making the
life More attractive. That, is well:
tied the natOnal law. cnaking the
estate militia part of the regular mili-
tary establishment, is also wortibry of
COM m engin t ion
to attend the reception- at the Home
of the Friendless tomorrow afternoon
from 2:30 to 6 o'clock. The manner
In which those little waifs are being
reared will appeal to every lover of
mankind.
New York spends a nielien a clay
for &rinks. Now, if that ion't a de;
town, where would you Find one?
Pad u cab ' is Commercial club neve*
tatempted a simple act of cotreetsY,
that brought more Immediate and
better returns, than the hospitality
extended the delegation from Iowa,
reternring by river from Shiloh. In
a pith:tailed report of the trip, Pa-
ducah's hoepitality and enterprise
are extolled in several pages., end the
declaration is made that never ans.-
where else were the delegates treat-
ed so cordially and eoueteously as in
Paducah. Tise entertainment was a
surprise to them, and impromptu in
its nature.
A DANGEROUS SESSION.
The approachiog eessioa of con
greee promises to be fraught
with politics, and corresponding-
ly hazardous to the majority
ni me know if you get an inkling of theirBLINDFOLDED pla"nAtlisl."right," said Dicky. "But just
Weep on a hair-trigger to-night."
1 1 "Good-night," I said, as I turned to-ward my room. and Dicky, with an an-
swering word, took his way toward
the Borten plaCe.
I had grown used to the silent ter-
rors of my house. But as we stumbled
up the stairway the apprehensions of
Dicky Nahl came strong upon Me. andI looked ahead to the nairky halls. and
glanced at everyway as though I ex-
pected an ambush. Porter and Bark.
house marched stolidly along. showinglittle disposition to talk.
"What's that?' I exclaimed, stop-
ping to listen.
CHAPTER XVI. "What was it?" asked itarichouse.An Echo of Warning. as we stopped on the upper landingquiet" I asked of my guards, and gazed into the obscurity.as we took our way down the street. -I thought I heard a noise," said I."Dicky Nahl was along here," said "Who's there?"Porter, "and he said Terrill and Meek- "It was a rat." said Porter. "I'veer and the other gang was holding a heard 'ern out here of nights."powwow at Horton's, and we'd best
look out for surprises."
"Was that all?"
"Well, he said be guessed there was
a new deal on hand, and they was a-
buzzin' like a nest of hornets."
"Well," said I, "we had better go
down to Borton's and look into this something sprang up before my door.party. There Is going to be 
matter." 
Porter and I raised the revolvers thatThere was silence for a time. My 
were ready in our hands, but Bark.
much maneuvering for advantage in
guards walked beside me without
house spring past us, and In an in-
the presidential campaign. next year 
speaking, but I felt the protest in their 
'held 
had closed with the figure and
Congressmen and senators are going manner. At last Barkhouse said re- 
it in his arms.
to Washington- week after next with spectfully:
I tricks up their eleeree, and as usual' "There's no use to do that, sin You'd There was a volley of curses. oaths
mingled with sounds that reminded
moat of them will be atrial' tri* kte better send some one that ain't so -
rne of nothing so much as a spitting
more ingenious than far sighted, likely to be nabbed, or that won't mat-
cat, and a familiar teiee screamed in
There is some finanriel legislation to ter much if he is. We'd be in a pretty
almost inarticulate rage:
be attendee! to. This we: call forth Ax if you was to be took."
a volume of wind. Already thel "Here comes Dicky now," said Por-1 "Le. t me go, damn, ye, or I'll knifedeniocrans are tuning their bazoos to ter, as a dark figure came swinging Ye'
denounce the administration for th• lightly along.
A Mystery Story
of San Francisco
EY
EARLE ASHLEY WALCOTT
means adept. d to meet the recent *x
igieecy. Fortunately, the act has been
generally approved, and, unlike the
bond issue of the Cleveland adminis-
tration, it was net an emerensetcy that
eetled for revenue to meet a deficit
in the treasury; but an effloacletis
apieeatien of a local remedy for a
transient ill.
The administrateon is in more dan-
ger from factions in its own party. 
Th ni.TTOnaI()snipe-heti-fa drawing so
close that some minor pertlealus have
lost eight of the common enemy, in
their anxiety to tsetse upon the stand-
ard of their own forces.
Uncle Joe Canyon, we sincerely be-
lieve, is bigger than the) kind, and
he may be relied upon to do the
reasonable thing, and not allow the
werarnhle fur advantage to endanger
the whole republican position in the
year approaching.
Roceeyelt in his message, wo
trust, will put the reeponsibilits
squarely upon the shonliders of the
congressmen. so they can feel it and
the country can see it. and then the
prest will corn pet the repreeentweves
to do their duty. The session is go I
trig to epee ruin or success for the
republicao cause text year, and Klee.'
John Sharp Williams will be on hand
to (Hive home any disadvantage to
which the republican party exposes
Keel.
This to Potato Day.
0 
It would 1st a
-41=3 •iierc never
DOWN IN KENTUCKY.
When the Kentuckian of the future
looks back to the history which his
state has made during recent years
he will take no pride in it. And yet
Col. Henry Nettlereon and Gov.
Beckharo are unable to understand'
—at lease they asaign trivial causes
--why Kentucky went Republican.
Ever since Gee. Goebel was mur-
dered Kentucky has been a reproach
to America. Not so much becalms,
its politics 'became so hot that Rome
man or men in the heat of passion
shot down another man—though
that was disgrace enough for a com-
munity white is supposed to have ad-
vanced beyond the stage of barbarism
—but because Its people have for
years, in cold . blood, persistently
sought to avenge one murder by
committing other murders.
Ever since Gov. Goebel was shot
there has been in a Kentucky jail a
prisoner held on the charge of being
the murderer and held without evt
denee. The supreme court of the
United States has felt called upon to
take congnizance of the perVersion of
Justice sanctioned by Kentucky.
And dturing those mune years an-
other man, a man who once was
Kentucky's chief executive, has heen
given asylum by the governors of
Indiana because they knew that if
he were surrendered to the authori-
ties of his own state he would be
murdered. Indiana has behaved to-
ward Kent-inky as England might
behave toward Turkey, and the other
states hate held that she was justi-
fied. .
Now tiler there has been 'a change
of administration former Gov, Tay-
lor has volunteer_erato return be his
state and stand trial. Nosn'that there
has been a change: in admirsistration
there is a belief that Caleb Powers
will be liberated. And this, not in
the middle ages when men were held
innocent or guilty according as thster
friends or their fOEW were in power;
but in a twentieth century Amerean
commonwealth. — Grand Rapids
Press.
THE JOKESMTTH.
When a woman says she hasn't any
clothes she means some other woman
has more.
A summer hotel is a fine place to
get an,appetite for goal things to eat
when you go home.
cam• riskt 11,01. tb• ImotAte5.rpCtI OW)
(Continued from last laeue.)
again.
"What's up, Dicky**.
"I guess Ws the devil," said Dicky,
so gravely that I broke into a laugh.
"He's right at home if he's come to
this town," I said.
"I'm glad you find It so funny," said
Dicky in an injured tone. "You was
scared enough last time."
"Well, I've kept out of his claws this
far, and it's no use to worry. What's t
he trying to do now"
"That's what I've been trying to find
out all the evening. They•re noisy
enough, but they're too thick to let
one get near where there's anything
going on—that is, if he has a fancy
for keeping a whole skin."
"Suppose we go down there now,"
I suggested. "We might And out some-
thing."
Dicky stopped short.
"Caesar's ghost" he gasped: "whatnext? Wouldn't you like to touch off
a few powder-kegs for amusement?
Won't you fire a pistol into your
mouth to show bow easy you can stop
the bullet!"
"Why, you have been down there
and are all right" I argued
'Veil, there nothing much to hap-
pen to me, but where would you be if
they got hold of you? You're getting
off your cabesa, old fellow," said
Dicky anxiously.
"If I could see Mother Horton I
would fix it," I said confidently.
"What! That she-devil?" cried
Dicky. "She'd give you up to have
your throat cut in a minute if she
could get a four bit piece for your
carcass. I guess she could get morethan that on you, too"
Mother Horton's warnings against
Dicky Nahl returned to me with force
at this expression of esteem from the
young man, and I was Illed with
doubts.
"I came up to ten you to look out
for yourself," continued Dicky. "I'm
afraid they mean mischief, and here
you come with a wild scheme for get-
ting into the thick of it."
"Well. I'll think better of it, I
said. "But see If you can find out
what is going on. Come up and let
"Hullo'" cried Dicky, halting and
shading his eyes from the gaslight.
"I was just going up to look for you
IP
1 revelation to permle Me a fierce appetke."—PhiladelPhiej irsiebi."..sebors,004 .
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IX)N'T FORGET it
1
THANKSGIVING OUTFIT.
THE LITTLE FOLKS'
Thanksgiving is a day foi
dress, as well as feasting, and •
so ofteli, In preparing our-
selves we slight the little ones.
The New Store never for-
gets it children patrons, and
this meson offers exception
ally good things for them.
Bloomer sults in a greet
variety of beautiful patterns,
In qualities that can't be dupli-
cated at anything like our
prices — browns. levee and
grays and fancy mixed pat-
terns, from $4 up. •
1' Beautiful single breasted all
wool suits $7.50.
Red Astrakhan Coats for
boys, $7.50.
Brown mixed. plaid Reefers,
also black and white plaid. :
i
tans and grass. for both boys
and gala treetriiia -.
"Well, just light that other gas jet,"
I said. "It will help to male. thingspleasant in case of accidents."
The doors came out of the darkness
as the second jet blazed up, but noth-
ing else was to be seen.
Suddenly there was a scramble. and
"Good heavens!" I cried. "Let her
go, Ilarkhouse. It's Mothcr Horton"
Mother Horton freed herself with a
vicious shake, and called down the
wrath of Heaven and hell on the stal-
wart guard.
-You're the blacklicarted spawn of
the sewer rats, to take. a rt.stwetablp
woman like a bag of meal," cried
Mother Breton intilguantly, with a
fresh string of oath 1. "It's fire and
brimstone you'll be tasting yet, and
esue Wen-there eteee mee—yent
miserable guttereicker, if it wasn't
for me. And this is the thanks I ga
from ye!"
"Come in." I said, unlocking the
door and lighting up my room. "You
can be as angry as you like in here,
and it won't hurt anything."
Mother Horton storreed a bit, and
then sullenly walked in and took a
chair. Silence fell on her as she
crossed the threshold, but she glower
ered on us with fierce eyes.
"It's quite an agreeable surprise to
see you," I ventured as cheerfully as I
could, as she made no more to speak,
My followers looked awkward and un-
comfortable.
At the sound of my. voice, Mother
norton's bent brows relaxed a little.
"If you'd send these fellows out, I
reckon we could talk a bit better,"
she said sourly.
"Certainly. Just wait in the hall,
boys: and close the door."
Porter and Harkhouse ambled out,
and Mother Horton gave Ifir chair a
hitch that brought us face to face.
"I reckon you don't Meet I come on
a visit of perliteness?" she said sharp-
..ly after a brief silence.
I murmured something about being
glad to entertain her at any time.
"Nonsense!" she sniffed. "I'm a vile
cold woman that the likes of you would
never put eyes on twicn if it wasn't
,finin2S'4170147:11%0L2201dY 'mart crams
for your business—none knows it bet-
ter than me. I don't know why I should
put myself out to help ye." Her tone
had a touch of pathos under its hard-
ness.
"I know why," I said, a little touch-
ed. "It's because you like me."
She ttirresi a softened eye on me.
"You're right," she said almost ten-
derly, with a flash of womanly feeling
on her seamed and evil- face. "I've took
a fancy to ye and no mistake, and I'd
risk something to help ye."
"I knew you would," I said heart-
ily.
"And that's what I come to do," she
said with a sparkle of pleasure in her
eye. "I've come to warn ye."
"New dangers?" I inquired cheer-
fully. My prudence suggested that I
had better omit any mention of the
warning from Dicky Nahl.
"The same ones," said Mother Hort-
on shortly, "only more of 'em."
"What is the latest plot?" I asked
gravely, as I fancied that my light
manner grated on my strange guest.
(To be continued in next Issue.)
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT .
Every close makes you feelbetter. Las-ro.
keeps gasprwhele tutnIeviRgin' Std. on She
rocrory-back plan everyWnere. Prior be cents.
"eat.'s g° 
in there and have a
drink"4151•41 "Not in there, my boy; the flesh
4:prarratasil"""iteroimosomt ut*,ti 1:ai ti,g,:ti‘ bat; to .the spirit's Week."-
"Now," said Mrs. Goodart, "if you
do a little work for me I'll give you
a good meal after a wane.-
"Say, lady," replied Hungry Hawkes
-you'll get off cheaper If yet' &mere
de 'meal now. Work always gives'
been there before,
1 
Preme 
The -10c is week,
DR. J. T. NEWELL
Continued from Page One
cation. He was greatly interested
in. education, and labored hard to se-
cure the Methodist college of the
northern and southern churches tot
Patty e a h
The Rev. J. W. Blackard, who was
his presidirfa elder for his last year
here, and is his warm persouai
friend, said today that the confer-
ence had sustained an almost irre-
parable lore and no man would be
more greatly mewed.
Of Deep Spirituality,
Dr. Newell was a man of the
deepest spirituality, an*" strong in
(literality, he had the head to Plan
and the ability to execute. Of the
highest integrity and force of char-
acter, he was genial and sYmeathetle,
a student and a thinker; he was
both 'a leader of men and a lover of
children,. The calling of such a man
in his very priene of ueefulivesse is but
the highest evidence of the "conitintu-
Sty of life" and higher work for
him in that life beyond.
In his family relations Dr. Newell
was especially happy, and while es-
sentially the bead of his house was
ever the companion of his children.
His Successor.
It is not known who will be se-
lected to fill the important place left
vacant by the death of Dr. T J. New-
ell. He was a presiding elder and
th‘y rank as the "Bishop's ('abinet."
A meeting of the presiding elders
of the Memphis conference will be
called by the chairman, the Rev. R.
It. Mahon, presiding elder of the
Memphis district, and their selectee)
will be laid before Bishop Hendrix,
mho wilt appohrt from that. This.
f (curiae, may entail general
changes in the present conference
pessonnse too lately settled at Hum-
leddt. The meeting of the presiding
elasere will be called at once and pos-
e • ss -w-titebe /miff at irrowilstine:
The Newell Hockey.
The Newell society, a fine working
society of young women of the Broad
way church organized during Dr.
Newell's pastorate and named for
him, has sent a beautiful floral de-
sign of a large &weber to Strowneville,
The Ramsey society, Charity Bureau
of the Broadway church, and Home
Mission- society, all sent floral de-
signs. Many went from jndivldual
members and telegrams of *sympathy
were sent by others of the church.
lied *nom .1•Vithi/Ut Bed.
A new era In at construetion, in
which bedroomlesa apartments, made
possible by the Introduction Of sani-
tary disappearing Wa.:) beds. Is the
feature, is about to be launched upon
:ts journey of popular aeclatan or de-
feat by a firm of Western flat build-
ers It is (! • , flat buildings
Colds ColdsS 
sOnlolethecro
Cold aftescold, cough after cough.
oldnencoo msoeos ner 
curedhabit,
AA your doctor if Ayer's Ch. 
this taking-cold habit. What .you
nof Just the rig/it medi...ine for sud•Pcalf:.raftil: 
want is a medicine that will break up
is
knows all about 11. Then follow las advice, 
th  habit,
strengthen weak tissueselew1, Mass
MATERIAL FOR HAVANA MOSAIC
Domestic and itnported glasses of different shapes,
ash receivers, cigar and cigarett3 jars, smoking
set for decorated work, glass plates, tinfoil, leaf-
gold cigar bands, pin trays, card trays, felt back-
ing. See window display. .
THE SMOKE HOUSE
222 Broadway.
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.,
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed:
Complete machine shop,
1113424 N. Fourth St. Phones 757
thus constructed will make two and
tense-room suites serve the purpose
of the old tour or five-roont apart-
ments.
The bed When not in use Is folded
Into a closet or recess, ventilated and
lighted -by a wineker or vent, crestine
an an-dee esseteres erratrgeasent.-
bedding is securely fastened at the
foot of the -bed, and when shut away
for the day the !sheets and comforters
hang **tightly separated, thus afford-
tag proper sanitation. When not in
use the ornamental face of the bet*
presents to the eye a large Obeys'
plaee mirror and mantel piece. Whet.
the bed is down, automateully clos-
ing doors form ail apparently Bond
wall.—Deceruber Popular Mereantics.
elaeonic Notice.
Stone Square lodge No. 5, F. & A.
If.. will meet at their hail, corner
Thied and Broadway. tomorrow Mutt
at 7:30 p. in., for the purpose of ar-
resetwg tor the funeral of Brother
George W. Lyme. A:I members are
requested to be present. Visitors
cordiale- innited. By melee of:
J. W. EGESTER, W. M.
G. W HARVEY. Sec.
The Body Merely Machine,
There are just any number of dis-
eases in ehich the Osteopathic Is the
only treatment that will give any re-
lief at ail.
The various phases of neuralgia
and rheumatism as an example yield
mina_ readily to. -the- Osteopathic
treatment than they do to medicine.
So too do lumbago, chronic head-
aches, partial paralysis and kindred
ailments, and to one who knows the
first pripcipals of Osteopathy it is
easily to see why this is so,
Osteopathy is a scientific system
of exercise for the nerves and orioles
of the body—tempi), manipulation
by Which it restores structural nor-
mality. The body' is a machine ran
by unseen forces called life, and that
it may run harmoniously it le neces-
sary that there he Itherty of blood,
nerves and arteries from the gene-
rating point to destination. This Is
what osteopathy does—gives liberty
to the blood. nerves and arteries.
Dr. G. B. Froage, 616 Broadway,
phone 1407.
You always can measure a man by
the things that provoke him to mer-
riment.
ch‘, .51tillip3 al.
S is — *Si SIte•IWW
`exceptional ̀ Offering in
.ugs
BEFORE the holiday rush begins we want to closeout a few broken lines of room size Rugs.
They are in every way desirable, but we do not want
to carry them over.
TO MOVE THEM QUICKLY WE ARE
GOING TO SELL THEM AT COST AND LESS.
If you need a rug it will certainly pay you to
see them.
Velvet Rugs 9x12 feet four patterns in orientaleffects, regular price $15.50$22.50, at 
Brussels Rug 9x12 feet, three patterns, in floral7) and Oriental patterns, $10 00regular price $13.50, at •
9x12 feet, an all wool reversibleSaxony Rugs rug; a strong line of
patterns. Regular price $11,50, at.
•
$7.50
, NOVEMBER 20.
9ki
I 9 • U3 
SROADWAY
fiolaterials ør Yancq 2ags, ̀4te., For
nia4
WE are showing the largest line of novelty patteinsin the various materials for fancy bags, etc.,
that we have ever shown. It's time now to get busy.
Fancy denims.. 15c
Figured linens 20c
Belgian cloth and linens    25c
Art ticking.. 30c
French taffetas and cretonea   30c
Royal crepeoline  30c
IOCAL NEWS
.---For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
Broadway. Phone 196.
-We have Just received another
lot of those beautiful White 'Wax De-
signs. Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
-We give you better carriage and
better service for the money than
is given by any transfer company In
America. Fine carriages for special
occasions on abort notice; also ele-
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co.
--Forms for real estate agents for
sale at this office.
-City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make the requests direct
to The Sun office. No attention will
be paid to such orders when given
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
-Miss Babel Mohan, pianist and
accompanist, has now her studio in
the American German National bank
building, second floor, where she
would be pleased to see all her
friends and patrons.
-Mr. H. C. Hollins has left the
city for a few months, and I have ac-
qutred an interest in his business and
shall look after It for him. Any in-
formation with reference to any
branch of It will receive prompt at-
tention if you will call up The Sun
office. Both phones 358. E. J. Pax-
ton.
-Bulbs, Bulbs, all kinds. Special
Hyacinth bulbs, per dozen 25c. It, J.
Yopp Seed Co., Second street. Old
phone 243.
-Skates for the-rink, Plain steel
roller and balkbearing roller, any
ease. reasonable prices, at R. D.
Clements & Co.
-Order your engraved calling
eards for Christmas and Christmas
gilts from The Sun at once. 100
cards and plate $1.20.
---For It-umbering machines, band
deters, robber type and stencils of all
kinds, call on The Diamond Stamp
Works, 115 South-Tbird. Phones 358.
-Place your orders for wedding
Invitations at home. The Sun Is
showing as great an assortment as
you will find anywhere, at prices
much lower than you will have to
pay elsewhere.
-The Sun is showing Inc prettiest
lines of fancy stationery for the holi-
days you will ses anywhere. Give
your order at once, for Christmas.
-10-0 visiting cards and plate for
$1.20 at The Sun, special prices for
the holidays.
' -bast night at 8 o'clock George
W. Lyons. colored, died at his reel-
dence, 725 South Seventh street. He
wee 62 years old. He leave; a widow
The funeral will be conducted to-
morrow afternoon from the C. :M. E.
Chamois Vests
And _Chest Protectors
For Men and
Women, Too
They keep out the cold
and insure freedom from
coughs, cold, pneumo-
nia, etc.
50c to $3.50
Let us show you.
Deus/gluts
Filth and lireadwiy. Opp.P1114ter Vane
church on Hvsbands street under
the auspices of the Stone Square
lodge No. 6, colored Masons.
-For your 'Phauktigiving Balti-
more oysters stall No. 55 city market
or old phone 243.
Itiver !Stages.
Cairo  16.1 0.2
Chattanooga  13.6 1.3
Cincinnati  15.8 2.3
Evansv I le  10.0 0.6
Florence  7.3 1.3
Johneonville  8.2 1.3
Louleville  6.8 0.6
Mt. Carmel  4.0 0.2
Nashville 0.4
Pittsburg-se . - -- -0-5-
St. Louis •  5.8 0.0
Mt. Vernon  9.8 0.0
Paducah  11.2 0.0 st d.
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Wielding of Miss butterjohn and
Mr. Grief A ttttt aimed.
The approaching wed bee of Miss
Marie Catherine Katterjohn to Mr.
John Edward Grief ie. announced to
take place Welnescaty evening at
8:30 o'clock at the !some of the bride,
1136 Caldwell- street. The Rev. G.
T. Sullivan, of the Broadway Meth-
odist church will nform the cere-
mony. The bride will wear white
and will carry white chrysanthe-
mums. The only attendant will be a
little cousin of the bride, Pauline
Frogg. etto will act as flower girl.
A limited trutnber of invited guests
will witness the ceremony and an in-
formal reception will be held.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
iehn W. Ka.tterjohn„ treasurer and
superintendent of the KatterJohn
Brick company. She is an attractive
young woman of pleasing personality
and lovable disposition and has a
large circle of friends in Paducah.
Mr. Grief is a eon of the late J. V.
Grief one of Paduca.h's respected
citizens and a prominent Confeder-
ate Veteran. lie is an industrious
and capable young man and Is in
eherge of the blacksmith department
of Glauber's stables on South Thtrd
street. He is popular and agreeable.
Mr. and Mrs. Grief will be enter-
tained on Thanksgiving at a family
dinner given by the bridegroom's
sister. Mrs. M. E. Staten, 415 kaolin-
tate avenue.
fall
rise
rise
fail
rise-
rise
rise
fan
The towboat John A. Wood went
up the Ohio river yesterday with
about forty barges in tow. to Louis-
ville.
The Clyde will leave tomorrow ev
t•ning at 6 o'clock for Waterloo.
The Buttorff went to Cairo with
7,000 eases of tomatoes.
The Chancey Lamb arrived from
oippa and as laid up for a few daps.
The Blue Slew arrived in from the
Tennessee and is on her way to Joppa
with ties
' The Diek Fowler will try to get
away on her regular trip next Friday
after having ben repaired.
The West Kentucky Coal company
is using the little steamer Lulu. E.
Wairen as an ofice and quarter boat
at the boat coaling station at the
wharf boat.
After the Spread Eagle arrives to-
morrow night for winter quarters at
the Ducks Newt, there will only be
two boats of the Eagle Packet com-
pany on the river and they are du..
in a week or ten days.
The Mary Michael will leave for
the Tenn:imam river Friday.
The Henrietta is due from the
Teneeseee tomorrow.
Towboat Eagle after coaling this
morelog left for the lower Mises--
sip-Fr fear -Rws. - -
The steamer Chattanooga. with
Captain Frank Agnew in commend.1
will go to Joppa after freight and
up the Ohio a few miles after cornI
then on its regular trade between
Paducah and Chatt.
The Barth is due today from
Caseyville with a big to wfor the
West Kentucky Coal company.
The steamer 1. N. Hook which has
been rebuilt and looks like a new
boat is due to lease Friday for the
Tennessee after ties
The Inverness from the Cumben
land and the Pavonie from the Ten-
neseee are dire today witbstacte for
the-Ayer-Lord Tie company.  
There is no change in the river at
Pacittrah in the lest tweity-four
hours, stage 11.2,
The Joe Fowler's crew are at the
itichmona, the Fowler will go out to
morrow.
Official Forecasts.
The Ohio at Evansville. a-i l I con-
tinue falling during -the next 12 to
24 hours, then rise. At_Mt. Vernon.
will continue falling during_ the next
24 to 36 hours. At Pettit-ear and
Cairo no material change during the
meet 36 hours.
The Tennessee from Florence to
the mouth will continue rising dur-
ing the next two days.
The Miesissippi from below St.
Louis to Oairo, not much change dur-
ing next 36 hours.
The Wabash: at Mt. Carmel, will
fall during the next 36 hours.
John D.'s Fine Garage.
John D. Rockefeller has completed
a garage at his Poeontic:o Hills estate
that is said to be the finest private
one in the country. The garage is
100 :feet square and has a cement
floor and the walls are of while tile
All floors areof hardwdod:. In the
roar of the enrage is a workroozn and
on theeseeona floor wee sleeping rooms-
tor the els ail ffeit rs. a bath-room and a
large reading room. The garage eon
$25;000.
Mr. Rockefeller intends to atay at
Poleamtiro Hills until the snow flies,
when he will leave for the South.
where he expects to 'play Innen Rolf
canting the winter.-New York
World.
The Evening Sun-Ine a week,
MacAllister-Webb Wedding.
The Daily Eagle-Star, Marinette,
Friday, Nov. 22, says in part:
-"Amid sicenesof reeplendent beau
ty and in. the presence of a multitude
of admiring friends, Mice Katherine
Eva. daughter of Mr. anti Mrs. Don-
ald J. MacAlister, became the bride
rise of William B. Wable of Paducah,
cisid Keertnrky, at-the Pianeer Presbyter-
6" fan church. Thursday evening, at the
lit'd hour of eight, the Rev. Sherman L.
Divine, pastor, officiating. A portion
of the interior of the church had
been converted into a veritable floral
bower, by the combined use of wood-
Wee, palms and flowers.
"Shortly after the clock ceased in-
toning the hour of eight, the ribbon
bearers, Miesee Sadie Stitt and Jean
McAlpine, came from the parlors and
with the bands of ribbons, farmed
the aisle through which the bridal
party palmed. They were attired in
pure white, with pink ribbons in their
hair. Wben: they had reached the
foot of the rostrum, Miss Stella
Stephenson. robed in pink silk, and
carryieg a huge arm-bouquet of pink
cheyeanthemums, and wearing a
haif-circulet of tins pink roses in
her hair, proceeded down the ribbotn
ed aisle, followed by Dr. Harry Ben-
net, of Litchfield, Illinois: then came
Miss Clare Porterfield, wearing a
gown of pink satin, carrying chrys-
anthemums and wearing a half-cir-
clet of pink room in her hair. She
was followed by James Archibald
MacAllister, the bride's brother. The
bridesmaids were followed by the
thne matrons of honor: Mrs. A. M.
Wilson, Mrs. Louis A. McAlpine, the
brides cousin, Mrs. Ralph Skidmore.
Each of the matrons carried a large
bouquet of pink chrysanthemums and
wore the half'c'ircl'et of roses in her
hear. The maid of honor, Miss Oelia
Wright, of Bay City, Mich.. came
next in order, wearing a gown of
pink crepe de chene. She, too, car-
ried pink chrysanthemums. Then
came winsome Catherine leauermara
the flower girl, dressed in pure white
wearing white slippers, and daintily
carrying a basketful of pink reuses.
She immediately preceded the bride.
who appeared resting upon the arm
of her father. lhe bride %tor a
bridal 'robe of %ignite satin r
taffeta, a ith court train, trimmed
with cloth of geld and real lace.
She wore a long veil and carried a
bouquet of white roues.. Mr. Webb,
attended by his beet man, Mr. Ever-
ett Dennison, of Marion, Ill., emerged
from the vestry room, accompanied
by the Rev. Sherman I., DiVine. When
the nuptial ceremony was concluded
the bridal party and !netted friends,
to the number of 125, then proceedd
to the home of the bride's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Donald J. MacAlister,
where a reception was held, the mem
berg of the briday party, Mr. and
Mrs. MacAllister, Mrs. Phillips and
Miss Webb, sisters of the groom,
forming the reception committee.
Mrs. Phillips wore a beautiful gown
of blue silk. Miss Webb appeared- in
a handsome gown of black lace over
white, trimmed with jet pat:semen
terie. In the height of the festivi-
ties. Mr. and Mrs. Webb silently
took their departure, hoping to elude
their friends, and proceeded to the
C. & N. W. depot- to board the 11:17
southbound train. Their hopes in
thls regard were not realized, how-
ever, as many of their friends, well
provided with rice, the harbinger of
good luck, were on hand to bid them
farewell as they started on their wed
ding Journey to Cleveland, New York
and other eastern cities after what
they will return to Mamieette for a
*short stay ere leaving for their home
In Paducah, Kentucky. The going
away gown of the bride was a tail,-
ored one of green broaceloth. with
hat to correspond. A whole room
was filled with elegant preeents,
which comprise silver, cut glass..
dainty china, beautiful liners, sub-
etantial checks and an almost end-
tests variety of articles for home use
and adornment.
The bride gave each of her at-
tendants a beautiful book, while the
bridegroom presented his attendares
with suitable remembrances of the
nuptial event.
Among the _guests Irene other cit-
ies who came expressly for the wed
ding. were: Mrs. Philips and Miss
Webb, of Paducah, Ky.; Mies Winini-
fred Jackson, Vienna, Ills Mrs. T. S.
Anderson and Miss Celia Wright.
Bay City, Mich.; Dr. H. Bennett, of
Litchfield, ill . and Attorney E. Den-
nison, of Marion, Ill.
Thanksgiving Reception.
The Woman's Board of the Home
of the Friendlees will have their an-
nual Thanksgiving "open honest" at
the Home. Wednesday afternoon
front 2:30 until 6 o'clock. The public
hi cordially invited, especiaEy the
men, in whose honor the bouts are
extended from five to six. These are
always pleasant occasions anti a beau-
tiful reminder of Thanksgiving mer-
(k-s.
Thanksgi.ing Calls.
The printery class of the Broad-
way. Methodist church will make
their Thanksgiving calls an Prides
afternoon instead of Than
The children are requested to be at
the Church promptly at two o'clock
Any of the mothers who desire to go
are welcome.
Dance Tonight.
The Ladies Auxiliary of the Order
of Railway Conductors will give a
-Harvesit Home- dance at the Eagles'
hail, Broadway and Sixth street, this
evening.
This is the coat that
wins "hands down."
It's the garment that
men who count will
count on having-you
may be ante to get along
without it, but you'll
miss a soft snap.
It's t h e "dress-up"
overcoat for this winter.
In black; -14:n, olive
add gray herringbone,
from $15 up.
'
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leashier for the Southern Express  conipany in H. W. Jones' place. Mr.
Jones was transferred to Montgotti
cry, Ala.
Colonel H. C. Rhodes has returned
from a mouth's business trip to Nee
York.
Conductor Pat Halloran returnee
to Cedar Bluff yesterday.
Mr. Samuel P. Sturgis of DeKoven,
is here on businetse.
Miss Bettie Seyeter has returnee
to her home at Smithiend.
Mr. and Mrs. Wan. Alice, of Ev-
anusville, Ind., have returned home
after visiting Mrs. Ahies' parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Willlant Haitey ot
Ninth and Harrison streets.
Attorney M. E. Gilbert haa.return-
ed front Murray.
Wei Carle Farmer returned from
Fulton.
Mrs. James Coate has gone to Ben-
ton.
Mrs. Charles Hicks, of Cincinnati.
has returned home after visitiog the
Misses Puryear of Broadway.
Messrs. William Lockwood and
Dudley Meacham have returned front
Memphis.
Mr. James E. Wilhelm has gone to
Asheville, North Carolina. to Room-
pasty home his wife, who comes to
spend Thanksgiving and Christmas.
After the holidays Mrs. Wilhelm will
return to Asheville or spend the win-
ter in the south.
H. Ward, C. E. Hart and M. E.
Evans enlisted at the naval recruit-
ing office here and have been ses
to San Francisco, Ca., where th.•,
will be assigned to ships in the two
vice.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Smith. of
Metropolis, have returned home after
a pleasant visit to Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Smith, of Hamilton street.
Clara, the five-year-old deughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Tony Vogt, of 1347
South Ninth street, is III of tonteilitis.
Approaching Winter.
The pungent smelt of burning leaven
Is in the air,
The coal goes rattling down into
the bins.
You see, the work of busy Jack Frost
everywhere.
And thus it is that winter time
begins.
The air is sharp, the open car has dis-
appeared.
The daily smoker has to wait or
walk,
Your wife's heart with a brand new
winter dress is cheered,
And so the neighbors lose a chance
to talk.
The winter with Is snow and Ice Is
close at hand.
And lareugh departing birds are on
the wing.
Be optimistic now, dear friend, to
beat the band.
And think that six months hence it
will be spring.
-Somerville Journal.
Legeay-Itc.of.
The marriage of Miss Camille Le-
geay and Mr. Joseph Roof -took place
this afternoon at 3:30 o'clock at the
St. Francis de Sales Catholic church.
The Rev. Father H. W. Jansen per-
formed the ceremony. Mr. A. J.
Roth played the wedding march..
The only attendants were the teet-
ers. Messrs. Gus Legeee and James.
Roof, brothers of the bride and
bridegroom.
The bride wore a stylish tailored
suit of brown with-hat to harmonize.
She carried a ciower bouquet of car-
nations.
Immediately after the ceremony
Mr. and Mrs. Roof went to their new
home, 1102 South Fourth street.
which has been prettily fitted up for
them. Here a wedding supper _wii
be served at 6 o'clock to the relative -
and they will informally remiss
their friends this evening.
The bride is an attractive and
talented daughter of Mr. August Le-
geay of the Cairo road, a prominent
resident of the county. The bride
groom Is a partner of Roof Brothers'
grocery at Seventh and Tennessee
streets, and a popular young man.
ss .
Deputy Revenue Collector R. D.
Hapjay, of Mayfield. is in the city to-
day.
Miss Lizzie Jones has returned Is,
Padurat from visiting her father. Mr.
Rees Jones., in May-fleece
Mies Ruesell. of Paducah, is vis-
iting friends and relatives this
city.-Mayfield Monitor.
Mr. Rote Downs, of Murray, is In
he city this afternoon.
Mr. Pallas Brown, of Clinton, is
In the city.
Mr. Hamilton Parke. of Nashville,
is in the city the guest of his daugh-
ter, Mrs. John S. Bleacker.
Mies Carrie Flournoy and Mies
Mary Boswell returned from Fulton
today.
Mr. Oscar Hank returned from a
business trip to Mayfield,
Miss Caroline. Ham will spend
Thanksgiving in Hopkinsiville.
Mr. Charlet. Vandevalcie. of 124)'
South Seventh street, has ned
from Wickliffe.
H. D. RIAU% who has
the American Eitpresa
:PsIgned to tteeept/
n with
ne. ban
-4.
Carnegie's Benefactions.
Technical Research ...$
Scientific Research ...
Fund for Teachers
Hero Fund 
lithraries in U. S.  
1.1brirreS in Great B. .n
Colleges in America  
Scotch universities
Fine Arts, New York  
United Engineer's Soc 
Philadelphia library  
Scientific research, Scot
itea Templa, The IT 
M:seellapeous in I'. S.
Miscellaneous in Europe
24.120,000
10,000.005
10,000.000
5.000,000
29.073,000
10.000,000
18,885,005
15,000,000
1,000.000
1,500,000
1,500,00k
1,500.000
1,500,000
21,000.000
5,500.000
Grand total $167,000,000
(11iropotlird.
Miss Louise, a chiropodist gradu-
ate of the New York school, who has
practised In Louisville for 11 years,
is at the Palmer, rooms 20 27,
Nelson, the English naval hero, a',
ways carried a horseshoe with him
into battle.
çOX BOR0
CLOTHES
"lrfRastrr (lraflinanshiy-
You probably
agree that it does
pay to be well dressed; good-
looking clothes make a good
impression for the wearer.
The more well-dressed men
there are in town the better
for the town, as well as for
the men
We're certainly doing this
ton a lot of good with
Roxboro clothes.
IA
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THE AVALON PATTRIIN
is more than triple
last a lifetime.
GOOD GOODS
Are the goods to buy, as they stay
good so very long, which brings the
first price down, and they always
look nice during service.
9,375 Hours of Your Life
in the next twenty-
five years will be
spent at the table.
COMMUNITY
SILVER,
will do much to
make those thous-
ands of hours happy
bymakingthat table
attractive. This
more than triple-
plated ware has the
style and appear-
ance of tHe best
Sterling. It is ar-
tistic and yet simple,
plated, and each piece will
HART'S the place to buy good
goods at the right price.
6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incorporated ;
WANT ADS.
Subscribers inserting want ads Is
The KVA will kindly reeneutter that
all such items are to be paid for
when the ad is inserted, the rule ap-
plying to every one without excep.
Lion.
FOR KINDLING wood ring 2361.
MITCHELLS for hign-grads bicy-
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
WANTED-Fresh milch cows. C.
M. Slack.. Phone 2450.
FOR SALE or rent, laundry com-
plete. Ring old phone 426-r.
FOR heating and stovewood ring
437 F. Lavin.
FOR DR: wtioD, old phone
3361.
ROOMS for rent, 44re Washington
Old phone 2500.
FOR RENT-Five room cottage,
407 North Fifteenth.
FOR SALE-Furniture, 215 Far-
ley street, Mechanicsburg.
FOR SALE-Roll top desk with
chair. Apply at this office.
HOUSE for rent lel() Jones
street,
PARTNER wanted moving picrure
show. Address F., care Sun.
WANTED-To buy a medium
price. desirable home, close 'in on
north side. Address Widow, care Sun.
A BRICK residence for rent, 838
Madison. Apply to Rer. W. E. Cave,
214 North Seventh street.
FOR RENT-The reran room, one
rtery frame cottage at 333 North
Seventh. Apply to Dr. J. G. Brooks.
CHIROPODIST-Louise, the chi-
ropodist, will be at the Palmer House
November, 25th, 26th and 27th.
ANTED-To rent house or cot-
tage by permanent tenant. Address
P. G. M., care Sun:
THE Perfection -Oil-Heater-axd
Rayo Lamps advertised in this paper
are *told only by Noah's Ark.
GOOD PRICE paid for furniture
and stoves at Williams & Peal, 205
South Third street. New phone 901-a.
FOR SALE-Pony at your o*n
price. Come out to see him. 164')
Clay,
PARKER BROS. have opened a
lunch static! at IMO Broadway. Nice
tamales and hambergere a specialty.
HORSE-For sale or trade for lot.
J. Wes Troutman-, 705 South Third
street.
-HOUSE AND LOT-On: South
Third: street for salecheep. Apply to
Chas. Riddle or B. Weille & Son.
FOR RENT-A suite of turnishen
rooms to gentlemen. Over Ivereon &
Wallace's drug store. Seventh and
Waehington streets.
GO and have a pair of pants made
to order for $7.04). Goods guaran-
teed. Solomon, Tailor, 113 South
Third ebreet.
MOTHER'S SOOTHING BALM to:
chapped and rough skin, made by
Mrs. Hawkins, Is for sale at Stutz's
candy store.
DON'T FORGET the Hole-In-the-
Wail, 1111/4 South Third street, for
chile-con-came, temales and sand-
wiches of ald kinds.
FOR RENT-One six-room cot-
tage. 602 North Seventh, All Mod-
ern conveniences. Phone 254.
(r
FOR SALE- -12-ton towboat with --
engine, Suitable for either gaso-
e Or steam 1.1eas & Gilbert. 203
Fraternity buildil
FOUND--Smell pocketbook. Call
2330 Broadway. Deecribe property
WANTED-Table boarders; 213
South Fourth.
FOR SALE-Four two-room box
houses. Apply to Mrs. M. Kahn, 303
Nerth Ninth.
ROOM AND BOARD-Wanted by
gentleman. Must be centrally lo.
cared. Address P. care Sun.
FOR RENT-Nice home in coun-
try, two miles from city. Good put-
ure. Apply Chas. Bichon, 38f-2,
old phone.
FOR RENT-Four room flat Teta
bath, front and back porches, halls,
etc., upstairs. No. 1440 Broadway.
L. D. Sanders.
BEAUTIFUL furnished or unfurn-
ished rooms. Two complete for
housekeeping if desired. 726 Jefer-
son street,
WANTED-An industrious co.or-
ed boy or girl to work before and
after school hours. Apply at 220
North Eighth.
CLEANING ANL) PRESSING neat-
ly done. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Work called for and delivered. One
trial is all I ask James Duffy, Scutl
Ninth street, near Broadway. Phone
338-a.
-COLORED MUSICIANS wanted at
once. Ci ario net Ara4a /trimmer-
net, base and second violinist. Must
read. No other need apply, Report
to Prof. Flem Steele, 221 North
Fourth.
WANTED-For U. S. army: Able-
bodied unmerried men between ages
of 21 and 35: citizens of the United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. Men wanted now
for service in Cuba. For informat:on
applys4o-Recruting Officer, New RAI-
mend House. Paducah. Ky.
. Dr. Boyd -in Collision.
•Dr. Frank Boyd's buggy w
struck by a Third street car at
Fourth street and Broadway but no
sericnis damage resulted. Two
spokes were broken out and the cross
bar broken. While Dr. Boyd was
turning around in his buggy on
Fourth street just off Broadway his
attention was called by a young man
who catne up beside his buggy and
he did not notice a ear that was com-
ing till it was almost on him.
The Evening Sun--4-0c a week.
ENGLERT AND BRYANT
SPECIALS....
FOR THANKSGIVING
Fancy Fresh Oysters, per quart 40c
Fancy Cranberries, per gallon.. 50c
Fancy New Dates, per lb.  10c
Fancy Shelled Almonds, per lb  4.0.c
Fancy New Currants, per rx-k 124e
Fancy Shelled Pecans, per lb   70c
Florida Oranges, per dozen   1-5c
Fancy Lotus Peas, per can   1Sc
Imported Malaga Grapes, per lb 15::
Fancy Wane Sap Apples, per pk. 40e
Fancy Layer Figs. Per rh•  15e
3 The. Fresh Oyster Crackers for lie
Fancy Asparagus, per can  35c'
Sweet Pickles., Mixed or Plain,
per quart  20.c
Full Cream Cheese, per lb.  20c
Fancy High Grade Mince Meat,
Per lb  12%e
Fatery faelery, per stalk  Sc
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN
SPENT LAST EIGHT
YEARS IN MISERY
Boston Banker Says His Life Has Been
Hopeless for That Length of Time.
Carleton 11. Hutchinson, a heading is Itoh tioe I speilt o‘ or $1.500 with
balker tad broker of Boston, withiabsoautely no relief. I felt that it
offices at 8 Congress street, In that. would at least do rat harm to try the
city, has recently ceme out with a- utedicire shich I was hearing so
Tera t • ran statement. iinuc•h about.
In the widespread dieensaion over; ''During thests eight years I have
Cooper's new theory aria medairea been foreel to go without solld food
Which has awaked over ties cautary so for five or six weeks at a time. I
rapidly. Mr. hutch on has talc ;n the raways hal a tour stomach, was
tide of those who say that Cooper'a nounled with formation of gas, and
tbeary is correct and his neditana all led the utrual misaralio Ife of the
'that he claims. dyspeptic. I was dull, tired. nervous
Mr. Hutchinson's emphatic •otate- and gloomy al the time, and was al-
rcent is as follows: ".non a athiet- ways; toostiratecl,
ad with ehronic :1 heaat and "I have t then Cooper's' medicine a
eral run-down • au pi . h.; -..etutst • !‘ idiot tame. For the
stomach troulae, al ho does ii tcy p 'vi naoth I hay:. flat had the slight-
thla man C ppe:as nitaliona, is a', r,..e-Set anything sath no bad effect what.
foolish. I say this r a limo re sign of stomach trouble. I can
smokable expel ienato with the niedi asoevee. I have te fine appetite, am
eine. gaining fleah very rapidly, ant
'1 h.-attl of Coe:ser's oa:•;-; as, fits; till, lull of t r-- rgy, arsi in.y nervous-
- when he aaa chihaeo, as I a t: My bOW4.181
pz.r.ltl. wit.' to that illy in con:-7!.oli a.. 17t pelf cone:a...1 for the first:
soh no tiasio Lie atoi lei [int • oi gil y,•tirs:
cLrue ca--!. I !..“!-:.te: .if aim ;to; "I eert ilealtaits to say that
his thttay Liao st.aii: malial not take $5 0.000 and be back
enu,-cs rt: it hoa:7h I ! hail no where I -was. My relief and thank-
fah in ato:hitg not or • fWv.,,s beyond dcseripihion."
ti for tot earth( ular ; ase We atal Coopar's famons prepara-
art, ,1! :.u if'..r t dtsc,itied in the; above statemant
safer:pt. I t. altIterson.yt a
NO MURDER CASES
WILL BE TRIED AT Uovit \ Tvint
01" CRIM I N I. CoURT.
Moat Intl resting CI...es Are Robbery
Charge. against Two Pa-
tasslmees,--- t._
There are no murder eases on the
docket for the criminal term of cir-
cuit court. which begins next Mon
day, and only one old charge, that of
Stoney Fergusan, charged with kitt-
ing (1-is MorriS. FergusOft has never
beea arrested and the charge will
• probably be tined away at this term
of court to be taluatatel if Fergu-
son Is ever captured. He Is raid to
be In Panama.
The Indiztinents charging former
Patrolmen William Sanders and Wil-
liam Orr with robbery, will be called
for trial during the terra. Amide!.
cape of interest Is tht charge against
Murray laowle. former deputy jailer
oho Is rhareed with ailleul neglect
et' dots to allowing a I r undito
1,b iw., a w,:tiianled Jam'
7:5't ra tht nlyht
b 1:11 • r.;tiraing ta the jell went
a. • ,f Ninth and
- -
It tii With-
out 1..t.'etital%
1: is not only poasible but being
done everywhere. Exercise. unit•ss
-carofully superintended by a phy-
sician and expert athletic director.
may t asily do a deal of harm to the
great overburdened fleshy body, The
untutored fat map anti woman deter-
mined to got -thin are only too like-
ly to overstrain their fat encumbered
naiades 'by their .awkward, ill-ad-
stad gymnastics, and so cause nerve
and musale troubles that may ae-
velap into something far worse than
a little too much fIcah. Same way
%vita dieting. Starvation is certain
loeffective if kept up long and faith-
ful-a...lomat-a but it is almost eerta
to injure the nut raise i,roeues arid
£0 weaken thi pationt constitution-
ally, wh :le at is alsoinisebie tortura.
of course, eseec tally to a good-natur-
ed. high-iiving, fiestas roan or wo-
man. •
Fortunately Dell tilting War
exercising are required or desirable
if one uses the righ-r ret-r-nedy for re-
ducing fat, and etrange to-say, the
remedy is -a simple, wholcaome home
mixture, the ingredients of welch
are obtainable at any drug store for
a-few cents. This mixture Is as tot
lows: aa oz. Marntola, ,,a2 oz. Fluid
Extract Caseate Aromatic, a la ore
Syrup Simplex, and the proper
amount to take is one teaspoonful
after_ meals and at bedtime. This
mixture takes the fat off rapidly but
naturally, so that Do wrinkles are
lorrned and no harm is done to the
Stomach, as is so frequently the case
with "Patent" or -secret" advertised
Use the
Diamond Rubber
Stamps
They save the continual writing
over the saute thing. They are
not expensive. Send usan order,1
Prices Right. IThe Diamond Stamp Works115 S. ThIrd St PHres .358.
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'skae- in et an at reels, where Taylor
; ;wags .1 :ti a risht and alict a naizeo.
I:1. 0:entity's
alaa I triad en a 'aurae of null.. .knot
-hunting.
Slow but Storo.
.• es -
La.
"Did Miss Sweet givc you an twine-
diat.• mower wilaa yoa
"No. rent it ty a nos
?tenger
EX' EitTs EXAMINED IX
BRADLEY :sit-RDEn CASE.
1VashIngton, Nov. 25 --Dr. W. M.
Barton. the first alienist for the de-
fense, was called in the Bradley case
The reading of a I 5aola word hypo-
thetical question was begun. Mrs
Bradley entered court apparently
fortified With hopes of success. Po-
lice Officer Mullin identified" s_craps
of paper found in Brown's room at
time of the shooting, whiah the goo
ernment intended to show. As pre-
dicted, Or, Barton told of the effect
of the absorption of septic poisoning.
on the.mental condition of those pre-
disposed to insanity. The defense
claims 'Mrs. Bradley was influenced
by various operations she had under-
gone. In hypothetical question. 'WAS
at summary of events narrated in the
testimony of witnesses arranged In
orderly sequence, beginnirg with re-
mote evidence of insanity in the
Bradley family and ending with the
sluootitug of Brown.
ARKANSAS DIAMOND FIELD
WILL RIVAL KIMBERLY.
Little Rock, Ark, Nov --Prof,ar, 
Philip S...hneider. the geologist. of
S) raenso University, who was em-
piteed by the state department of
agriculture to -make an Investigation
of the diamond fields of Pike county,
Ark., has filed his report with State
Agricultural Commissknrer Guy B.
Tucker,
Prof. Schneider Faye much of the
land inapected ha worthless, while a
few acres comprising what is known
as the lioddleoton and Money places,
are the rich diamond producing
areas. He says surface indications
show that the territory equals the
Kimberly mines in Seitith Afrioa.
Peer Schneider says there can be no
doubt that genuine diamonds have
been secured from the Huddleston
tract.
VANDERBILT WEDDING DELAYED
Miss tautly% Not to Become Countese
Till Middle of January.
Vienna. Not. 2O-Re'atives of
Count LoazIo Szechenyi, who propose
ruing to America to witness hts mar-
aiage to Miss Gladys Vanderbilt, have
received notice that the marriage has
hr-en furtlier postponed until the mid
die of January. Count Pauli Szepary
one of the beat known voting Huns
garia.n *Nes; hasattadOd his name
to the list, of those tsr be preeent at
the wedding.
TWO CHILDREN
DIE AT HOWE OF JOE MASON
EAST OF MAYFIELD.
l'reabytet tans liaise $1.3,04100 to Build
Citurcit--Has Hsu-
dreal alettabers.
The home of Joe Mason, li intlg
east of Mayfield, was doubly sadden-
ed lain week by ohe death of two of
his calaiklren. One chald, aged two
yews, fell :n the fire and was vs,,
badly burned that it died a few days
aftersvarda. Fp:lowing upon this
death a yourrger child of Mr. Mason
dal. Mr. toil -Mrs. Mason have the
entite aanrosthy of thair frieoda in
their said misfortune.---Mes-senger.
Freak, teriana Build.
Sunday was a red letter day at the
E":rd Presbyterian u b. Mr.
Joseph W. Powell. popularly called
tha "great layman." and MO eertadnI)
deo:ayes the title, t000mpliehed the
fc.nt of i-alsinz a total subscription of
over $15,000 In less *mu Alarm
hours. Suolay's services at Use
li:e,byterian church was the mkt:d-
na:Cori of the work which has bean in
tht• last month under
the upet vision of the Rev. Eugene
B. Emma and which had been called
the forwaid itionient. 'The object
of tha uht,!.• work' Iota remained a
eloae set et with Rev. Kuntz, who
Vu Is iy it it II:raatod by Mr. Powell,
torl nate besides him knew that the
o'fiat was only a modem way in
whi7711 to raise money for the build-
ire ef elite-Or buileling, as well
oi to infusa• new mrt- into tit- •
islip f (ha chu h. The Pres-,
Lt ter -an hureh has a memberahip-of
craly get*. Lundred.
WORST OVER, KAYS 011, KING
Pti.a.414.111 %Clouted by 1te..t of Mo•
l)eclares Rockefeller.
New York, Nay, 2 6.---"The worst.
.. sat& 'intro fa. ltortrOfeler-tre
day when asked for his opitrion on
the firanrial -1044-11Rt:OTI.
"These was no neereolty Nei that
'worth' ever to have appeared. Ot
course, we are bound-to to feel the ef-
fect's of it ter some time."
"What do you think was the real
eause?" he was asked.
"Oda, tlirre were a number ot
causes. Titer all luippentall to com-
bine and come to a head at (me time.
All than Combined forces created un-
easiness and a kick of confidence,
which all be restored gradually, and
WC will resume our normal eon-
• loth"
"Do suou believe Pre !dent Roost'-
ell ;: polo y contributed to cause the
financial conditions "
"I lasli ve President Roosevelt to
aettiati d ty the best of motive,.
I I v tto :itic:Fm to make of
any kIrd. This financial coodition
was forataen long before it was felt.
Several well-known men pointed out
that it was bound to come, unkars
meat=trres were adopted to stop it."
Natural Result.
‘4L'
cis fr—„
fia
5.
, t 
lie-The ship I* last came over in
had Mina propellers.
She womb?: 3 ou had such a
tat:ally pusaage.
•••••IG--
LOVING CUP FOR TEDDY.
Lieutenant Van Shack Bearer orGitt
From Philippine As•Leinhly.
San Francisco, Nov. 2 5.--Isieuten-
ant Van Shack, of the Fourth cavalry,
arrived yesterday from Manila, en
route to Washington, where he will
preeent to President _Roosevelt a mag-
r.ificent *diver loving cup, the gift of
the Phillipptne assembly. Theseup,
and its 'Inscription are intended to
exprsas to the president ttre thanks
of the Filipinos for the institution of
the asemb:y.
At a recent banquet in Manila arts
In the preeence of Secretary Taft, the
loving cup was used for the first time
fn a toast to "the president."
Feminine Martyrs.
Thare are still moments in the livea
Of the majority of women when they
feel that to scream would be the
natural emotion of the instant, or
that to shut their eyes to some linen-
during spectacle is the better part of
valor. Yet if they so much as shots
symptoms of glring way to these in-
stincts, if they camicit crawl smiling-
ly from beneath an overturned cab,
or listen to 
Pictor-
an ,arm at fire with an
air of ennui, trey are voted early
Victorian_ survivale.--Lady's
•
tee Sun Want Ads.—Best results.
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The Splendid New
Serial Story
Satan Sanderson
Satan Sanderson is the true
embodiment of the requisites
that make a really great story.
It gives the reader a look into
a little world of action where all
of the emotions that make or
mar life-and lives-are set in
swift,exciting play-one against
the other. Incident follows inci-
dent with quick succession, and
a vivid panorama of intrigue,
mystery, love and strange adven-
turing kindles the interest to
the fusing point.
Written in a charming style,
brilliant in coloring,picturesque
in background, faithful in char-
acterization and intensely dra-
matic,with stirring climax,Satan
Sanderson is by all odds the bast
story of the year.
Ma Hanle Erminie Rhos
Author of Hearts Coursgtosiggl
and The Castaways
ngigniekently Inuemusel by
A. •. WENZALL
eih(9 1111q:D4t 110
74..11 liSIL
Itcreses
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For all the Family Circle
THE HOME MAtAZINE is the only magazine that deals with all the interests of the
home, that covers every avenue of appeal to the home-builder, the home-maker and
the borne-lover. All its Qsurabutions center in the home. It makes the home more
attractive, more comfortable, more interesting. Every issue is crammed full of
practical suggestions fur the housewife.
THE HOME MAGAZINE is cheerful, happy-hearted, whole-sullied. Its dominant
note is the rte of optimism and hopefulness. From cover to cover, it is pleasant,
entertainiug, charming and replete with valuable' information.
THE HOME MAGAZINE is thoroughly American and interests every American man
or woman who has a home. Its range is wide and its treatment thorough.
THE HOME MAGAZINE'S deparunents are conducted by men and women of
authority. Marion Harland, fur example, edits the department of cookery and
etiquette. Eugene Clute contributes a great series on ha'-me furniture making.
THE HOME MAGAZINE contains the most exciting stories, the most beautiful
illustrations, the most important feature articles.
THE HOMFZMAGAZINE is twice as bigand twice as good as ever before.
For Everybody in the Home
Che HOME
MAGAZINE
TEN CENTS A COPY ONE DOLLAle&YEAR
ataan .• • .90111
01 MAGAZINE OF GREAT DEPARTMENTS
\AMONG M. DEPARTMENTS IN THE HOME MACAU/CI
AU THEIPOLLOWING
COMMIX
An art sabieli requires most etudioas sad
• application to b• known at its hest. Many
recipes, accompanied b importer illtartrations,
enable sir readers to give amastarat variety sad
*harm to du home ta ie.
Marian Plarlaad, the greatest living anther-
My, assausts ibisdepart:mast
111011IMMIJEUMMG •
This department serastasitly reflect' it.. best
Ideas and experience cf the whole country is
building comfortable, artartie. yet modsratia-
pri..ed housims
IPITLILIOR DECORATION
Qesuitualy helpful, with timely raggitattons at
*tease practical value. Moral decoration, rags,
tarsitsre, and the correct arraagement of inte-
riors, with • special view to oonvesuaaes and
somfort
EIOUSZLILTING
The masagessent of • home from cellar to
garret, arTtlik mm. mention at the thousand sad
one laborsaving devices wow, being naanutac-
aired for the raneentese• of the hotneinaker,
whether the Some be of two or twenty rooms.
FLORICULTTILE OR LANDSCAPE
GARDENING
for those lovers of nature who
w•o',1 make their h,nie grounds attractive and
besu,ifal Helpful to the amateur florist and
latexes:J:1g to every one.
THE VEGETABLE GARDEN
Fatosurial,le articles aleeing with gardening ow
• town en city k.t. \l'hat grow anl hew to
row it. Filled with good ideas. Illustrated.
THE HORSE AND THE STABLE.
Illustrated articles by *canoe/ledger' author-
POL'ITRY AND THE KENNEL
Practical and rut departments.- links":
Purvis, editor of Poultry, Ss one of the contrib.
tutor. . -
PRACTICAL FASHIONS 
1
Chore aeisaa, illustrations and complete'
descriptions carefully selected to give subscrib-
ers advance styks, practical and correct.
Our pattern department renders prompt and
satisfactory service at a minimum cost.
EMBROIDERY AND NEEDLEWORK
Pretty yet simple devices that even very
women can successfully accomplish. The ilvari-
ety offered suggests something that appeals his
all interested in different types of needlework.
HEALTH AND HYGIENE
'lie making of strong, well•formed, perfectly
devel.-;ud bodies. the value of exercise, bath-
ing, with special articles on th• care of the
eyes, flues, teeth and ears.
MALNLY AZOLT;PIOPLII
i_ntertaln,Ig caries in pa-sgraphs of Amer":
ican men and women. Illustrated with par.;
traits.
vulva AND r•TraVTEW3
V. hat men anal women it ir.any vorstions aro
thinking, and saying, on the questions of tam
day.
1 ,-Merrill novels, the most pointer sto-
ries -,f Amerava, appear as serials beton (hair
publication in book form.
THE CHOICEST SHORT STORIES
t-lurnor,,'l. It - r1,9, love stnritli anal stories
of art d.r,ltur,' -v:ean, wholesome,
satlatylng ant] del g•htt,ii, and tots of them, win
appear :n every number.
THE GINGER JAR
ni.ri,. ,auvoking. cheerful, rinile-inakinc
exhriarating collection of vagrant beta of wit
and humor, both young sad old.
The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Publishers, Indianapolis, Ind.
Ara
 ball4
Ernie; 11-E
.5& S baLaltaTial.
Va. aauff
*crests
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A Special Feature
Home Life
of the Presidential
Candidates
A series of„articles dealing in
the most intimate, familiar, and
personal way with the home and
family life of Secretary Taft,
Vice-President Fairbanks,
Speaker Cannon, Senator Knox
and others. Fully illustrated.
Begins soon. •
Short Stories
By the best writers in the coun-
tryappearineveryissue. Bright,
clever, entertaining, full of
wholesome sentiment, good
humor and adventure.
Illustrations
All the departments are fully
Illustrated with photographs.
Among the celebrated artists
whose work appears in THE
HOME MAGAZINE, either in
color or black and white, are
Iloward Chandler Christy, liar-
risen Fisher, A. B. Wentell,
C. F. Underwood, J. C. Clay,
George Brehm, Jay Hambidge, .
etc., etc. ,
Ck(v 11.1101?411=C
aaII
*crow
....••••••••
This splendid_ magazinc,1 will
be given to The Sun readers
ABSOLUTELY FREE
Of Any Cost 
Telephone 358 at once for
particulars or inquire of our
solicitors. .* • • •
THIS MAGAZINE
Is one of the best periodicals published. Its list
of contributors, as you will note in this ad., com-
prises some of the best talent of the day, and the
illustrations are by famous artists. The October
cover was done by Harrison Fisher and is in his
best taste. .*
The Sun 1155. Third St.
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ID SORES FED ANDKEPT OPEN
BY IMPURITIES IN THE BLOOD
If Old Sores were due to outside influences, or if the cause was confinedStrictly to the diseased flesh around the ulcer, then external treatment andsimple cleanliness would cure theme But the trouble is in the blood, whfch
has become unhealthy and diseased, and keeps the sore open by continually
discharging into it the impurities and poisons with which the circulation isfilled. This poisonous condition of the blood may be the remains of some
constitutional trouble; the effect of a long spell of sickness, or because the
natural refuse of the body, whieh should pass off through the proper avenues,
has been left in the system and absorbed into the blood. Again, the cause
niay be hereditary; but it does not matter how the poison becomes intrenched
in the blood, the fact that the sore will not heal is evidence of a deep underly-
ing cause. Salves, washes, lotions, etc., may cause the place to scab over
temporarily, but the blood is not made any
SO • • S. S. S. goes down to the very bottom of thethe sore be as bad or worse than before.
purer by*such treatment, and soon the old
intlatnntation and discharge will return and
trouble; cleanses and purifies the blood, and
makes a permanent cure. S. S. S. enriches
and freshens the circulation so that instead ofdischarging unhealthy matter into the place, it carries rich, tissue-building,flesh-healing blood to the diseased parts and in every way assists in a natural
sire of the sore. Book on Sores and Ulcers and any medical advice free to
all who write. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLAIIITA, GA.
PURELY VEGETABLE
INSURANCE AC3 E N TS
ABRAM L. WELL & CO.
Fire,
Life,
Accident,
Health,
Liability,
Automobile.
Office Phones N•w 331
Steam Boller
Bonds,
Plate Ghee,
Cargo,
Hull,
Elevator.
Residence Phones °'d 726New 726
4.7.estnpball BuildIng, PelduCetn, Ky.
_
PAGE'STAdURANT
is now open in new quarters. Open day and night,
W. F. Paxton,
President.
R. Rudy, P Pnryear,
Cashier. Assistant Cashier.
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
 t•a
Capital   i $100,000
Surplus ....  ,  50,000
Stockholders liability.. • • e  100,000
Total security to depositors $2o,000
Accounts of individuals and firms solicited. We appreciate
small as well as large depositors and accord to all the same
courteous treat (tient.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
S FURDAY NIGHTS FROM TO 8 O'CLOCK.
Third and Broadwair
 etin..911111118.1111111111111MISSIStalalia
FOR KENT
Several desirable offices and
rooms, Oh second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.
AMERICAN=GfRMAN NATIONAL BANK
NINE SUMMERS OLD
As the Government Stamp will indi-
cate. Purity of the
•
Early Times
And
Jack Beam
Is unquestioned for the sideboard
and medicinal purposes, and you can
not secure anything superior. Sold
most everywhere;
OCTOBER REPORT
CONDITION OF CROUS I ()CND
BY STATE OOMMISSION ER.
Ideal eVeather Gave Late Corn an
nivoilunity to ltipen Before
the Frost.
Frankfort, Ky.. Nov. 20.—The re-
port of Hilbert Vreeland', commis-
sioner of agriculture for Oceeber
The weather during the month of Oc-
tober was ideal, giving the late plant-
ed coin an opeortunity to mature
before frost. The tobateo erop was
saved in deed condition; free from
frost and damage by being housed
Mating rainy weather. Tht? atmos-
phere being dey during the housing
period but little damage is reported
from house burn.
The wheat crop was put in, gen-
erally in geed candition. The corn
land sown to wheat wee grassy with
some weeds, but with gtiod weather
for working the land a god seel bsd
was secured.
Considering the late end unfavor-
able weether daring the spring and
early summer the corn (-rep has doue
remarkably well; the estimate being
ni Per cellt of last years' crop. The
estimated acreage seeded to wheat
is 91 per cent of last year, but the
exoellest coadttion in which tire land
was prepared bzfore seeding ougtit
io make up for the loss in acreage.
The estimate en the tobateo crop
heth burley and dark, are very grat-
ifying as the selvage was short last
year 10 per cent. in the dark. Gressel,
show up welt. The usual acreage
was sown to meadows and condition
of eat meadows is good.
There is a faling off in numbers
of cattle hogs. sheep, but the cons
delon is good.
First Divieion of the State.
Ballard county—Wheat all seeded,
well put in, but the acreage is less
than leer year. Corn crop good:
eetee farmers see- •gatiter err- -some-
eelling at forty to fifty-two cents per
barbel. Hogs scarce and high. No
mutes for sale at any price.
Crittenden county—There is some
corn befing gathered and it Is report-
ed as not being as good as was ex-
pected. There was a great deal of
late corn and the heavy trouts dam-
aged it considerably. What little
wheat that is sown looks fairly well.
Tobacco was cut and housed in good
condition and I do not hear of any
house burn or damage iii any way.
and shout NO per cent of the crop is
pooled. Grasses of all kinds look
fairly well. Live stock of all kinds
are doing well but hogs. I hear of
some sick hogs in some parts of the
county, but not to any alarming ex-
tent.
Christian county—Fine weather
for sowing wheat and full crop will
be sewn. 75 per cent already in, the
ground and coming up nicely. Seek
generally in good_ condition except
MEN AND INNEN.
1111g for aaaatIOGI
Ur.= disobarsos,,tallaionationa,
Initattoso or alosradoos
assatetrasersa of eau C os• mosabrasalt.
foolonla 5. Painless, and not aside.
EValtaffilleALCIL gent or pc ioinons.
0111111111511, Sold ay Ilsrogglota.
or mat Is plain wesever,
br maws, preastall, foe
MAO or be.tiot 02 75
arealar semi us nausse.
PILE
'1 hare suffered with plies for thirlyatx years.
Ne Pear agp last Ap-II I began taking Caae.reta
Or constipation. in the coots. of a week I notieedas piles began to disappear and at the end of sixreeks they did not tnorble me at all ....l
tare done wonders fur me. I am entirely ••urpdand
511 111.. new man." George aryder. Napoleon. V.
best For
The Bowe's
team cents/ire
Pleasant. rslatahl.. Potent, Taate Good re qoral.
Paver Sicken. Weaken or Gripe. 15, bile-Paaatt
old in bilk. The grinotne tab:et st•mped CCU.
iaaranteed to core or your flinty back.
Sterling Remedy Co., CI-Icago or N.Y. 593
INNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
ITCH IN THE SKIN,
NOT IN THE BLOOD.
People With 'Eczema, Etc., Make
Grievous Error By Taking Medi.
eine Into the Shnnach.
When your hand is scalded with
hot water until it blasters and buena,
you don't drink medicine to cure it.
You apply a healing lotion to the in-
jured skin.
Eczema, psoriasis, salt rheum, bar-
berg Itch and other eueli dereases ot
the skin cannot be cured by Mot
Lie stomach with mediCor any more
Backache,
Pain in the
Hips and Groins
In most cases are direct results
of -WEAK KIDNEYS and IN-
FLAMMATION OF THE BLAD-
DER. The strain on the Kid-
'neys and inflamed membranes
lining the neck of the Bladder
producing the pains.
LARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES
WILL CURE IT
Two dosese give relief, and
one box wit cure any ordinary
case of Kidney or Bladder
trouble. Removes Gravel, cures
Diabetes, Seminal Emissions,
Weak and Lame Back, Rheuma-
tism and all irregularities Of the
Kidneys and Bladder In both
men and women. Sold at 50
,ents a box on the No Cure No
Pay basis by McPherson's d,rug _
store, Fourth -and Broadway,
sole agents for Padueah, or sent
by mail upon receipt of price to
Lark Medicine Co., Louisville,
Ky. 
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SHIPPING BILL
WILL It(SE1) 1:1 1'1:1 •,1101, \
IN HIS NIEee
Proposition Is Gaining Ground and
Warming Supporters Among
Public Men.
Washington, Nov. 2e.--The presi-than you can cure a burn by drink-
dent in his eoneng message will urgeleg mediae*. To cure te. se diseases
the ettattnent of a new stappingyou must apply
4
the relnellY on the bile Senator Galliueer will intro-part affected. The &e:ises rniined are
duce, in the senate, the measur •caused b' germs in the i4in. Kill
which will have the cordial Bupporithe germs and ttle gaa away,
of the administration and it will beand the skin is lsft pure i white as 
introduced, simultaneouely, in thenature intended it to be.
of hou"se.
There will be a determined efft
That mild, e!niple liquid, oil
wilutergreeet, properly
illiflIW)Ufldt'd in the new -ongress te secure seein D. D. D. Pres. raeion taws the positive legislation for the imbued-germs aril heals the skei -o perfectly lug of the merchant marine," saidthat you ran never tell e e the diss Senater Gailinger teeiay. "It will Is,
It'd that the enactment of
"No "E watso.-mgue can tea tea pen pore a bill di Ognated to rehabilitate the
tray shat I suffert d fur t-,11 years American merchant marine was de_from Eczema," writes Mee R. R. foaled in the closing hours of Cis
Latta, of Garrison, moe tri at- last congress only by a partleaneel es the b.o.ct &.t tots It !lit` WiSt.:buster in the oleos. TOP
hut .-eceived ne benefit. Three boa' the filibusters has wow warred In!
IIrs of D D. D. curet! ne. ironed end private life.
we.." Six or eleer months hue "It is significant, In the movementleveed an there is eo ego of a re-i for in ouraging the to ochaue el-a-
hem. My advice te all is. don't d eay.: rine, that it Is coaetaney winning
Begin the u.:e cf D. D. at once new supporters among public men In
ane be cured." both houses of eon-gem-. This fact
We have casried D. D. D. for a long points to ultimate victory.
tere becamee we know e tikes away
the itch and we bell- ee if to be an. NEW CLOCK NEARLY PEItFF:c'I-
:n,fa1I:b:e remedy in the I, iiintent of
C-i`Zeiril and other slOn dee es.---11. Almost as steady and Reliable as th•
W. Walker & Co., Flth sod Broad- till11
way. Cleveterd. Nov. 2.1.---A clock has
hogs. Saito plague reported very
fatal in some stetione uf this and ad-
joening counties; oboe- -at 1)11 and
postmortem exam:natio:a show that
typhoid pneumonia is really the dig-
ea-1. Contagious and Leal, no rent'
edies used here have been successful.
Best results found in separating weft
ones Irom....thu gda 4 rul eseeieg Alien' 
to a different locality, fenced woods,
if possible,
Carlaile' county—Wheat nct as
much sown as is previous yeare.
Some corn been gathered but toolit
rappy to keep. me corn selling in
the fit Id at $2.2 per barrel; selling
in local market for $2.50 per barrel.
Hickman county—Our corn crop
Is good and is being put on the mae-
ket direct from tee field at 50 cents
per bushel. Ne'het is dtort In acre-
age. as not more than 50 per cant
of a normal crop will be sown. To-
bar-co. Is good and heavy..belug well
cured and in all' instances where
there is any house burned it is the
rerelt of carelessness and there is
very litle of this Stork of all kinds
is in good condition.
-been iretallae in the cbserratoryy of
the Case School of Appne-d Science
in this city ahiet I t) n -arly perfect.
that it has attracted the attention. ot
Her Overpowering Love.
•
Ile-But are you SU
me for myself?
She -- [tow can you ask me that,
dear? I would marry you even if yoff
hadn't more than $750.000.
iat
that you tote
Long Distance to Marry.
New Orleans. Nov. ?5.—Rather
than be wedded -under the customs
of Panama, Miss Winifred Kyes and
Carleton A. Parsons of Louisville-,
Ky., nephew of the late Congressman
E.- Y. Parsons, traveled 1.5414 miles
here and were 'married today by Rev,
A. H. Becker. Parsons first met his
fiancee three years ego at the Mardi
Gras carnival. She, then a stranger.
threw confetti at him, and Parsons;
responded by casting two American
Beauty roses at the girl.
Four months ago the couple met
by chance et a ball in Bocas del
Toro, and were introduced formally
for the first time. Mitts Kyes Is a
sister of .1. M. Kyes. manager of the
United Fruit company at Rocas del.
ITom. Mr. Parsons is on the staff
of the company.
When He Lunched.
"The other day I got the politest
turn-down." said a bond lariesman.
"that ever happened,. I ha di bean
talking from 11 o'clock till almost
noon to a man I'd known at college
trying to interest him in $10,1100 of
what I considered very exceptional
bonds. Finally he looked at his
wattle.
." 'Bob.' he said. 'it's Media time.'
"'That's so,' I answered.
" 'Bob.' he went on, if I buy those
bunny will you take me out to lunch?'
" 'Of course.' I said. 'Why. pure.
" Well.. Bob.' he concluded, 'you'd
better have leneb with me this
noome "---New York Sun.
the Stn:thEonian luetitute at Waste
ington.
As another mark of clistinctiere
teas .leave proved that the mechan-
ise; is so aeurate that the elock will
lit:TT vary satire tnair fifteen ODP-
thousandths of a second- from the ex-
act time in tweaty-four hours. This
Is considered to be nea-rly as steady
and reliable es the sun itself. The
clock will measure tiee minutest frac-
tion of a secord. Its only rival in
aecuracy is said to be a similar time-
piece in Berlin.
The construction of the Case
School clock is so delicate that for
protection it hesurrounded by a Cape
Jar, which is partly a variant. To pro-
tect the clock from disturbance the
winding is accomplished by electrie
ity. The instrument is iised almost
exclusively in astronomical observa-
tions.
POSITIONS S-E C Li E Dr Fats k
CONTRACT given, hicked by '1300 000 00 capital and 18 years' SI7CCESS
BURGLAR HOLDS A "SOCIAL"
UNTIL IT STOPS RAINING.
DRAUGHON'S ILIksiAneCJCILeAseLs
I lacorporated.)
PADI 7CA II, 312 lireaiway, and Evansvfile and L >Ws.:
Bookkeeping, Banking, Shorthand, Penmanship, Telegraphy. etc indorsed
by businesa men Also teach by mail. Write. phone, or call fur catalogue.
30 C CD 1 1 61 Sr tD AB In 17 8 t et t AD •
Albany, Ga., Nov. 26 —At the
point of a revolver Mrs. Marie Land,
a widow and her 14-year-old son
were fared by a burglar to sit and
talk to hint four hours until it ceased
raining.
Mrs. Land was amused about mid-
night by the burglar, who command-
ed her to be quiet. The woman's son
who was in an adjoining morn, was
compelled to enter his mother's
room. Then sitting in a chair by
the bedside the burglar covere41
them with a revolver sad forced
them to talk to him.
"My health is delleattee said the
burelar, "and I can't venture out
while it is ralning.•" Wiou lag rain
ceased eed the burglar a-as ready to
depart he said .to Mrs. Land:
"I am sorry to have kept you
awake. hut I couldn't get wet,"
The burglar '."'cured about $3100
in money anti jewels.
GUY NANCE & SON
IMO 
PILES! PILES! PILES!
Williams' Indian Pile Ointment wit
cure Blind, Bleeding and Itching
Piles. It absorbs the tumors, allays
itching at once, acts as a poultice,
gives instant relief. Williams' Indiad
Pile Ointment is prepared for Piles
and itching of the private parts. Sold
by druggists. mail 50c and LI-U.
Williams' M'f'g Co., Props., Cleee-
land, 0.
1100TH PRAISES AMEItIt'ANS.
Undertakers anti Embalmers
211-213 S. Third St. Paducah, Ky.
41•1111••••
THE SAFEST AND QUICKEST WAY TO
TRANSFER MONEY
IS BY
LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE
FOP PATES APPLY TO LOCAL MAN. ER
EAST TENNESSEE, 
OMPQAATIS 
TELEPHONE COMPANY
itO
Tells Britisher% 'Yankee% Are More
Patriot et, Iteligione.
London, Nov. 26.--Gen. Vlliaru
Booth, heed of the Salvation beety,
mad today Americans wee mere pa
triotic. more religious, and more
strenuous for both good and evil then
Engtabmen. He said he had met
wish Coo greateet.surees and sym-
pathy ev.arywhere in America.
"I think I may consider Maeelf."
he said, "rot-merely a harbinger of.
but an accessory to, pewee betweee
nations." r
He referred with the greatest satis-
faction to the verk he had accom-
plished in, the direction of sending
better class of emigration into the
United States and Canada and to the
offers he had received from several
states to finatece this movement,
DROPS DEAD DURING QUARREL.
Aged Woman Expires at Son's Feet
as Result of Disagreement.
Evansville, Ind., Nov. 26.---Mfrs.
Mary flanynrd aged GO, dropped
Naggus (literary editorle-_-Sly_the dead at her -eon's feet during a vie-
ame. ellonte, wherd did you er—S3 the lent quarrel with him yesterday at
material for that society novel you're ternoon. She had been in apparent
Writing? Borns (struggling author) igood health.
—At a department store. oa fn pl n
It takes POMP frost to ripen theonit at rnhie paointernonest
_chiengn 
Tribune, 
ibeo fruits ai the heart.
11E110 A\ I; rye() (alms mum
1V(dahl•Ite •-t u.•r Loases Life Whet..
.1ttempts skaters.
Mason (O17.-, la Nov. 26. -
Swift. aged I I.. NIM''ttler.or, .,
14. atilt lerase leirtfi id. aged '
were (Lae eal in Lea. creek
lart evenine. Th two girls e
skating 101,•11 e broke. Hare
fled : ov and in at-
t -miptim.;
The bodies of the we're s-
et d.
WILLIAMS' CARROLIC SALVE
WITH .kliNICA anti WITCH HAZEL.
The best Salve In the world for
Cuts, Brutes, Sores, Ulcers, Salt
•T-et4er, Catipped Hants,-and'
all skin eruptions. It is guaranteed
to give satisfaction, or: money re-
funded. Price 23c by Druggists.
WILLIAMS' M'F'G. CO., Props.,
Cleveland, 0.
He denies himself the be,t who can
not der 3 himself.
All the patent medicines and
toilet articles advertised in this
paper are on sale at
McPherson's Drug Store
Fourth and Broadway.
Watch the
Label
Pkicah Kk;
This label is a
guarantee of quality
and it is also a guar-
tee to those to whom
you send flowers,
that you buy the best.
HENRY MAYIMEN, JR.
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
KENTUCKY.
!sot litodlng, Bank Work, Legal
NEW STATE HOTEL  '6ad Libl'ari Work • °Perla".
METROPOLIS. ILL.
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
fewest and beat hotel In the city
gates 82.00. Two large awmpk
tootns. Bath rooms, Electric Lights
the only centrally located Hotel b
Sue city,
COMMERCIAL PATRONAGE IP
uorrir9.
ST. LOl iS & TENNESSEE RIVER
PACKET ('OMPANY.
(Incorporated.)
FOR THE TENNESSEE, RIVER.
STEAMER CLYDE
Leaves Paducah for Tennessee Riles
Every Wednesday at p. m.
A. W. WRIGHT Master
EUGENE ROBINSON  Clerh
This company is not responsible
for- itivoice charges unless collected
by the clerk of the boat.
Special exeursion rates from
tali to Waterloo. Fare for the
trip $4.00. Leaves Paducah
Wednesday at 4 p. m.
Padu-
round
every
EVANSVILLE, PADUCAH AND
CAIRO I.INE.
(Incorporated.)
EVANSVILLE-PADUCAH PACKETS
(Daily Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Hopkins leave Paducah for Evans
ville and way landings at 11 a m.
THE STEANIER DICK FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. m, sharp, daily, ex-
cept Sunday. Special excursion rates
now in effect from Paducah to Celia
and return, with or without meals
and room. Good music and_table un
surpassed.
For further Information apply"- tt
S. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent, 01
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
Fowler-Crumhaugh & Co's Office
First and Broadway.
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNCS
-wITH.Dr. King's
New Discovery
FOR C8L'gr
AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES,
W11111111•1111HEMOIRIENIMINIIMIONII
buy horses,
sell horses,
board horses
1,, a gener..I
livery
he Tully Livery Company ;
I !weary. re fed. I- - -•••
Fourth St. and Kentucky Ave.
-41111M1172"""--Vnine. 
R. L. McMurtrie
Gel Phone $ia.
Manufacturer of
Mattresses
Furniture Stored and Packed
403 Jaffe ar S'
VW
Home Seekers' tickets to all
points in the south and south-
west. including New Orleans,
Houston, San Antonia, Ft
Worth, Oklahoma and Indian
Territory, at about one fare
for the round trip, good re-
•.urning for thirty days.
For information, apply to
City Ticket Office,*Fifth and
Broadway or Union Depot.
J. T. DONOVAN
Agt City Ticket Cflice
GUARANTEED SATISFACTOR R. M. PRATHER,
OR WONEY WIIND1D. Agent Union Drpotsoirsonanmaassosomanwe 4. -AVIIIITIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINIMMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIi
PAGE EIGHT
"ROKLANIY"
THE FIRST MEAL OF THE
DAY SHOULD BE
, APPETIZING.
Light Hot (*key,
Wailes Or Biscuits
With Delicious
"Rokland Plantation"
PUKE SUGAR HOUSE
MOLASSES
Will Melee lieu Look
Foreard to Break-
fast Time SVith
Keen Appetite
TRY IT AND SEE!
Pure, sugary, Delicious
"Hokland Plantation"
Molasses
For Sale at All Grocer%
C. E. ('OE, Distributer.
War Opens in Terre Haute.
Terre Haute, Ind.. Nov. 26.—Ger-
man societies here representing
3,000 voter today organized a city
alliance to take the field against
the testi-saloon movement. The new
alliance plans a vigorous campaign
against the crusader*. The campaign
will be in hamlets) with the plane
of the national bond
THANKSGIVING SPECIAL
Wednesday Only
$15.00 Men's
Black Thibet
SUITS
$10
For Wednesday only we
are going to put on a Thanks-
giving special which is really
extraordinary. It's a lot of
Men's All-Wool Black Thibet
Suits, single or double
breasted, all sixes 34 to 42.
These goods are wade by one
of the belt tailors in the
United States and sell regular
for $15. They are full silk
%.enetian lined, stylishly cut
and in every way worth the
regular price, but in order to
give you an exceptional bar-
gain for Thanksgiving we
will make the price, for
Wednesday only.
$10
(1.1. fintiett & Co.
ilocorpormledso
We Carry th: lnion Store Card.
312 Broadway.
-Tate Your Fett to Gillett's.-
PISTOL SHOTS
CAUSE BURGLAR TO DROP LOOT
.AND RUN FAST.
Colored Labor Hears Man
Out of Weeding Car
Shoots at Him.
Two shots from a pistol fired by
Ned Gibson, colored, a laborer, em-
pleyed on an Illinois Central bridge
gang. stopped a burglar, Iloilo had en-
tered a boarding ear, that was stand-
ing near the Tennessee street cress
ing last night and caused him to drop
a grip and some a•rtlebes of clothe*
that had been stolen from the car.
Gibson was asleep in the car which
Is used by the colored, lebortins and
was awakened by the Intrude" ex-ram-
bling out the rear window of the coal-.
He hastily got up and secured his pis-
tol and opening the door, fired at a
fleeing form. Gibson believes he hit
the burglar. but was sure the shoe
did not take effect in the legs as he
seemed to run all the faster after the
shooting. After the other occupents
of the ear were aroused and a search
was made. but the only thing found
was a grip and a neat, vrtiice be-
longed to one of the men in the ear
The bridge gang left the city this
morning on the local for Wingo and
no report was made to police head-
quarters.
The sheeting on the new ear shed
will be ail laid today and the work
of putting on the new rooeng ma-
terial will be begun.
The I. C. ehopa will be closed
Tbanke.glying. only enough men be-
ing kept on duty in the various dee-
p t insets for emergency. Severe
hunting parties have been formed
among the employee and officials for
the clay.
Mr. Dick Stiteereno. carpenter in
the car shops. returned to hie leech
this morning. after being off dirty
two weeks on aeount of a threatened
ef peeenweria. He WSW trt the
hospital most of the ewe.
Chief Dispatcher Harry Joherton,
Division Engineer I. 0. Walker,
Trannraster Joseph Roark and other
officials of the Nashville, Chatta-
nooga and St. Louis road attended
the unveieng of the monument erect-
ed by the employes of the road at
the grave of Major J. W. Thomas. In
Nashville Sunday. The OPIVRII1TIff'S
were conducted by Maier J. C.
Wrenn, superintendent of tranewor--
tatlon, and about 25,000 people were
present.
Portlier I. C. Official.
Mornphlo, Nov. 2S.—A private dles-
retie from Los Angeles, Cal., states
thee Maj M. Gieeas, widely known In
el'esead- etrees tfirongeout the south
weet. (1.•• 'here eoddenty yeeter-
CUT THIS OUT
It is worth 75c
to you. This
coupor and 25c
will get a $1.00
bottle of Bur-
dock Tonic at
c PHERSON'S
Drug Store
7
THE PADUCAII EVENING SUN
day. Gillette formerly lived in Dubu-
que, Iowa, and Memphis. He held' the
ienetien of third vice preeidont of the
Illinois Central and Yazoo and Miti-
siiielppl Valley railroads.
Notice of First Meeting of Creditors.
In the District Court of the United
States for the Western District of
Kentucky, in bankruptcy.
Getting In the matter of Henry
and son, bankrupt.
To the creditors of Henry G.
Thompson. of Paducah, in the county
of McCracken and eletriet aforesaid,
a bankrupt: Notice is hereby given
that on the 23rd -day of November,
A. D., 19.07. the said Henry G.
Thompson, was duly adjudicated
bankrupt, and that the first meeting
of his creditors will be held: at me
office in Paducale McCracken county,
Kentucky, on the Gth day of Decem-
ber, A. D., 1907, at 9 o'clock in. the
forenoon, at which time the said credo
itors may attend, prove their claims.
aliment a trustee, examine the bank-
rupt and transact such other businese
as may come properly before said
meeting.
EMMET W. BAGBY,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Paducah, Ky., Nov. 25. 1907.
G. 'Phones-
FRANKLIN SCHOOL
WILL CELEBRATE ARBOR DAY
TOMOII,HOW AFTERNOON.
Excellent Program of Some; and
Recitations Arranged for Pupils
—Addresses.
As their Thanksbiving exercises
the pupils and teachers and pupils
of the Franklin school building, on
South Sixth street, will hold an Ar-
bor day ceremony tomorrow after-
noon from 1:15 to 2:45 o'clock and
request the public to attend and wit-
ness the exercises, during which the
following program will be carried
out:
Song by the school, "America."
Address by Superintendent ()erne-
gey.
Recitation, Mabel &truck.
Recitation, Louis Brooks.
Recitatien, Lillian Wilkins.
Song. The Voice af the Trees.
Recitation, Teeth Weller.
Acrostic "Arbor Day" by pupils of
Fifth Grade.
Recitation, "The Leaves are Fad-
ing."
Song. "The leaves are Fading."
Song, "The Maple Tree."
Recitation, "Pleating the Acorn."
—Essie Mitchell.
Recitation, Dewey Sichnerlie.
Ooncert recitation, "Autumn"
Recitation, "What the Apple Tree
Said."—Marcia Glynn.
Song, "Autumme—Third Grade.
Recitation, "A Thanksgiving Ter-
key."—Henrietta Schnuck.
Recitation, "Planting the Tree,"—
Paul Rowland.
Recitation, "The Trades."--Sixth
Grade.
Song, "Arbor Day," by ectioce
Tree exercises.
The Herb school football team hes
canceled the date with Hopkineville
High to play a game at Hoplensei)ie
Thanksgiving. The game will be
played at a later date.
The cadet class will meet with
Supt. Carnegie in his office this af-
ternoon.. Instead of tomorrow, the
regular meeting day. The change is
made on account of the exercisce at
the schools tomorrow.
Miss Helene .McBroom resumed her
work at the McKinley school e
morning. Miss Inez Bell has is-
teaching Miss. McBroom's class.
while she was out.
Mies Lucy Moore, one of the
teachers at the Longfellow school, is
sick today and Miss Vera Johnston is
acting as substitute.
The expert sent here to install the
new blackboards has needled his
TITESDA 1 \ OVEMBER 20.
We Have Much to be Thankful For
--as a nation--as a city---as a state--as a store, the words above must bring home, toeach and all of us, this Thanksgiving week, the remarkable foolishness and the utter
"h.nancial ilurty." —for never before in the glorious
uselessness of the present so-called
history of our country, of our city, of our own career, has prosperity, wealth andbusiness stability stood at so high a point.
—the United States' resources and producing ability are the marvel of the world. —Paducah'sfinancial standing and civic growth is the greatest pride of Western Kentucky. —Guthrie's ownsplendid development and present immense business activity and success speaks for itself.
—this Thanksgiving should be universally celebrated as the greatest we have ever known. —pessi-mism, fault-finding, senseless gossip (which we are sorry to see so much indulge(' in by manybusiness men who know better) was never more out of place than now. —talk UP, not DOWN—facts are facts. —"we have much to be thankful for."
—to help our patrons' Thasksgiviag, it deeds as well as wads, so el Owing this wok onparolleled Thanksgiving valves is wary departronf.
—our new furs are
now on exhibition
—values extraordinary in
our cloak department
—THIS STORE WILL CLOSE AT NOON THANKSGIVING DAY
work and will return to Chicago to-
day. The boards -Were installed in
the. Rowlandtown school yesterday.
HOTEL ARRIVALS
Palmer—L. R \rmstrone Bt.
Louis: lk Here, Owensboro; Frank A Countess.H. Johnson, Milton, N. Y.: Tow A gentlemen. was introduced at a
Bletur7S7. C. 'Ale:1%1%1'1er%; ,3.1e0,11 isRea•idllrel;ef;r. ee. '
I RFS friend said, ways countess. The
St.,seoeptien to a charming lady who,
man May, Rockford, Ill ; W P'. Note lee-oest day the two were yawingman, St. Louis; C. A. Henthold.',Iereage. scene city ("cos, whole theManila, P. I. 
young lady in question, was discover-New Rich:mond—lite F. Hile Mee- with a pile of bills in front ofleo City, Mexico; Oliver Krubler, her.
Berry ?eve'," Ry.; W. C. Robertentri, teeegee
Hamieetsburge, Ill.; Paul J. Wyatt,Louis; Jobe A. NeisOn, Nashville;
Sycamore, Tenn..; .11. V. Fisk. May -E. Jewett. St. Louie; C. H. Jackson,
Louisville; C. F. Oliver, Evansville; 
field; Herman Cox. Metropolis; J. R.
A. S. Jerry, Memphis: A. B. Came 
Baldwin, Kuttawa.
Chicago; C. W. Lundee, St. Louis;
John Watts, Mayeead.
H. G Wright, St
The letter "e" occurs on an aver-
age of 137 times in a thousand word
Louis Clark's
THANKSGIVING SPECIALS
Wednesday, Nov. 27.
IS lbs. Greelated Sugar Si.
3 Tb can White Cherries  36c
2 dozen Lemons  25c
3 cane Sliced Lemon Cling
Peaches  edit
2 lbw Oyster Crackers 
2 Me. Wafer Crackers   25c
Fancy Cranberries, quart lie
3 The Heinz Mince Meat  50c
3 lbs. Extra Fancy Malaga
Grapes  50c
3 lbs. Extra Fancy Layer
Figs  50c
lbs. Extra Fancy Malaga
Raisins  Sec
lbs. Fancy Grape Free 25c
3 lbs. Fancy Mixed Nets 50e
2 Stalks Fancy Home Grown
Celery  25c
2 Stalks Extra Large Home
Grown Celery  25c
2 lbs. Chestnuts  25e
Extra Large White Caulle
tower, per head 
Florida Sweet Oranges. Per
dozen  25c
,ant; Plementoee
Quart Queen or Pitted
Olives 
3 cans French Peal; 
3 cans Pendell Sifted Peas 5..e.
2 cans Fancy N. Y. Corn Ise.
Fence Mushrooms, can 35c
2 21b cans Fancy Baby
Beets  Dec
Baldwin Apples, per peck 40.c
50c bottle Imported Olive
Oil  35e
Imported Peas In glass   4.0e.
Imported String Beans in
glass  4.0c
Imported Mushrooms In
glass  4.0c.
Imported Asjaragas in
glass 
3 lbs. Powdered Sugar 
lbs Out boat Sugar 26e
Fresh Eggs, per dozen   25e.
Mixed Sweet Pickles, qt 2.5c
Heinz Sweet Midget-Pick-
les, per quart  4.0e•
you said she eas
kotInte'5ie.' remarked the gin!ltatinP.n.
"1 did: and she is eoneldered one
of the quickest countesses in the tits
Partment."---Buffalo Oommeretel.
Paris has seven free eating hot eis
for poor mothers.
Of all songs published, one in nneL.
ti-lye attains real popularity.
THANKSGIVING SPECIALS
LOOK! LOOK!
At The
IDEAL MEAT MARKET
512 Broadway.
Turkeys.
Chickens,
Ducks,
Geese,
Hens,
Wild Ducks,
Wild Geese.
Large Head Lettuce,
Spring Radiehee bunch ..5c
Bine Ribbon Celery 5 and 10c
Cratisberries, pee quart .. 10c
Grapes, per beeket 25c
Large select oysters, per
quart 50c
Soup Oystere,
Alive Lobsters 40c
Boiled Lobsters 45c
Bull Frogs, ear* 30c
Frog Legs, per dozen- 20c
Shrimp, per quart 40c
Edam Cheese, each ....$1.10
Full Cream Oheese. per
lb 18c
MeLaren's Clue, jer  15c
Camembert Cheese. herr 25c
Ronquefort Cheese, lb  50e.
Imported Swes Cheese,
lb  38m.
Catawba Grapes. basket 25c
Venison, per lb 45c
Squirrels, each 20,
Opossum, each 50c
Rabbits, each 111c
Fruit Cake, It,  25c
Applies, peek 40c
Oranges, doz.  40c
Grape Fruit,
flarenes. doz  12
Nuts arid *hie.
WATCH OUR SHOW WINDOW
A Great Foot Ball Game Thanksgiving Day at 3 p. m.
AT THEILEAGUE BALL PARK
AlexaOf Caironder Club Vs. The Cul leys
Admission, Its 50c; Children 25c
•
•
•
4,
